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The big difference in Color TV Alignment packages:

Ours Works.

Here it is! Big savings on everything
you need for color TV alignment. And it
works. Because B & K products really
do what they're designed for. And they're
designed to do so much more.

Take the B & K Model 415 Sweep Marker
Generator, for instance. This easy -to -use
instrument makes color and black -&-white
TV alignment a fast, uncomplicated
operation. By eliminating the need for a
separate marker generator, sweep
generator, marker adder, and bias supply.

Then there's the brand new B & K
Model 176 FET/VOM. Its field effect
transistors give you instant drift -free
performance, plus a high input impedance.
So you find trouble faster.

And, of course, the B & K Model 1450
Oscilloscope/Vectorscope. An
oscilloscope featuring the exclusive
intermittent analyzer, with electronic
memory and optional audio/visual remote
alarm. A vectorscope with exclusive
amplified inputs and controls on the front
instead of the back. Which means you
can troubleshoot at high level or at low
level from the demodulator.

Model 1450.
$299.95

Save time, money, and headaches.
With the B & K color TV alignment package
-3 versatile aroducts that really work!

Contact your distributor or drop
us a note for our catalog.

Product of
DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine,
Chicago, Illinois 60613

. . . for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card

Model 176.
$99.95

Model 415.
$399.95
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER 5' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

AIRLINE 1282 J C PENNEY CO 1286
TV Model GCI-13668B TV Model 1316A-89

MAGNAVOX 1283 PHILCO-FORD 1287
Color TV Chassis 1934 Series TV Chassis 20T33

MAGNAVOX 1285 ZENITH 1284
TV Chassis 1935 Series

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER is pub-
lished monthly by Harbrace Publications,
Inc., Harbrace Building, Duluth, Minnesota
55802, a subsidiary of Harcourt, Brace
World, Inc. Subscription rates: One year $5,
two years $8, three years $10, in the United
States and Canada. Other countries: One
year $9, two years $14, three years $18.
Single copies 604. Second class postage paid
at Dansville, New York and at additional
mailing offices. Copyright 1970 by Harbrace
Publications, Inc.
POSTMASTER: Send Form 3579 to ELEC-
TRONIC ILCHNICIAN/ULALLR, Harbrace
Building, Duluth, Minnesota 55802.

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION AIRLINE PART NO.

C20A -40/4 200o, elect 034-018800
C208-200/11, 200v, elect 034-018800
C20C -250µ1. 200v, elect 034-018800
C200 -10µL 200v. elect 034018800
C106 -3309f, 5%. 500v, mica 045-007200
R11- 125St. 10%, 4w. film 054-059500
R13-36001!. 10%. Sw. WW 053-362510
R162-4.51!. 10%, 10w, carbon 053-458110
R26 - contrast. 10001! 055-060400
821 -bright, 5M 055-032100
R30 - vert lin, 500K 055-035000
R70 - yen hold. 1.5M 055-060300
R7I -height. 5M 055-035100
R111 - horiz, freq adi, 39K 055-041700
R123 - Isoriz hold, 75K 055-032000
R163 -volume, 5008. 6 on/off sw 055-059700
5820 - diode, AFC det 004-002900
5827- rectifier. silicon 004-002700
AT83 -audio otpt 'dormer 031-008301
FC23A - filter choke 032-002301
L202 - boric freq coil 110-020200
1206 -quod coil 109-020601 110-120 VAC AC
1208 -IF interstoge Irons 109-020800 6011: INTERLOCK

1302 - sound interstoge trans 109-030200 (POLARIZED) (POLARIZED)

1330 -def yoke (nisi, inc 872, R73. RT74.
R118 6 C116 027-033000

L388 -line filter coil 1 1 1-038800
TR78 - vert otpt trans 033-007802
TR94 - boric otpt Irons 033-009400

printed Or bd 132-003601
FI9 - or brkr. 1.75o 099-001900
CC206 -couplote. sync take -off 134-020600

tuner. VHF 006-019300
tuner, UHF 006-023600
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NOTES.
I ALL RESISTORS ARE 1/2 WATT, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
2 CAPACITOR VALUES ARE IN MFD, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
3 VOLTAGE TOLERANCE MAY VARY t 20%
4 VOLTAGES MEASURED FROM POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS GROUND

WITH VTVM., AT NORMAL SIGNAL.
S WAVEFORMS TAKEN WITH NORMAL SIGNAL INPUT
6 DOTISI ON SPEAKERISI INDICATE PHASE
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MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis
T934 Series
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS
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2
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4.240.
3   Oer MAIM
  uDERSM 0 PC 11040101COOMR

CAPK/TANCI WLLIAS 41012120 11409 1.APS
el PK014.410
CAPACITANCI MILES0.1 OR 11$1441 01
11101014403
ALL vOLTAGES1491010 MTN NO 50NAL
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2161'122
PICTURE

TUBE

TOM
24119
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C122
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5101
1101
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16101
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V7011 rl Sv 11.1

40* 00411 AO, 1 X., 11.

11JJ

MSS
Mr 2000

.C17.1

C1100411

1111U

1101 T4811 5101
11113
IIIS
111111

01111 1140U Plitt
12113 Tortu 545
1125
Rai Virtu RIS4
8131 1481.1 11
11141 Tritu 111
C 102 1001.1 CIO.
CIO. Trity C I

1,1111

Cl i1
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CON TOOL SAM L
1. NU 1111U

8405 11402
C02
5401

O

MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis T934 Series

Cx, lbw  AC, M. I 

C40. AM -4131W PIP,

Cow IMM AM/ 10 V PM

0403. Mr 17741M

Ca.  AV 1114.. 1./P1

0.00 00411104 12V 11.M

0.0004 W 5157

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION MAGNAVOX PART NO.

7I01 -Moment *former 320358-2
T102 - high voltage *former 361351-1
TIO3 focus coil 361306-1
T104 - vertical output stormier 320317-7
1301 -audio output storms,' 320130-5
7701 bondpass Owner 361192-1
T702 - burst *former 361296-1

361198-1
360949-5
360953-2
361269-1
360845-2
360846-3
360847-2

360853-11
1717- chromo take -off *former 360959-4

clef yoke oss'y 360947.1
C118 -cer, 13Opt 20%, N2200, 6kv 250475-11
C305A,B,C elec. 160AI/100W/60AL 350v 270071-9
C306C.0.8.0 - elec. 100/11/350v. 80/41/1500/100µf/

200v 270071-10
C729 *ter, 18pf. 10%, IMO, 500v 250546-1809
(743 ter trim. 3 12pf, 1400 250371-4
R117 66M (6kv brkdwn) 10% 230161-3
R304-2.4, 10%, 1Chir WW
R108 1200 horiz hold
R109 - 150k 'tort hold
RI 17 - 600 sharp
R126-10 veil centering
R128 - 1M color killer
R130-600 controst
R135 - 200K CRT bias
R136 - 50K AGC odj
8140 -3M tone
R145-5 horiz centering
R401 -1M volume inc. 5401
R403-2500 color
11404 - 250K bright
R405- tint 2500
8602 - 150K red lin
R605 - 5M height
R613-9000 gm drive
R615-9000 blu drive
R618-9000 rd drive
R620 - 1.5M red screen
R737 - 750 chromo tilt adj
R811 120 bottom R/G mast amplitude
R812-150 bottom cliff. R/G tilt
R813-30 top cliff R/G tilt
R8I4- top mast R/G tilt
CR101 -focus rectifier
7601 - zener diode
7602 -:ever diode
VDR301 - vOnStOr

Or brkr

T703-3.50 oulp1.11 *former
TD101 -delay line
1206 4.5MHz Om
1.501- horn freq coil
L701 sound toke-off coil
1.702 - sound If coil
1703 -quo* coil
1714 -peaking coil, 620Lch

240082-11
220146-71
370146-50
220208-57
220181-10
220208-45
220146-29
220208-44
220208-55
220146-26
220181-13
220135-12

220232-4
220126-82

220232-4
220166-21
220166-22
220166-23
220166-24
220166-25
220166-18
220217-10
220167-13
220167-12
220167-11
220167.10

530132-1
530073-1020
530073-1016

230175-2
180723-2
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ZENITH
Color TV Chassis
16Z8C19

MARCH  1970
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114
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L_----
TR5

121- 499
I F. -A C
Ip

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS
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a A.G C AMP

-0 IV

5,

320 p -p
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1104
15.01

C *I
0033
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2500

IOr
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T 01

Rr1011

/3

7430

S,0
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,
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I
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TR3 :111.
121.521 
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RN 1 2514 5%
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IC (2
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A.C. SOCKET  WIRING

FOR SAKE COMMAND SETS

C t051

WV

0.72 204

NON- SPACE
GORMAND

PART OF 010
PLUG

coo'
/:X140

'clot

Imo
Pr

51

Ole

V80
1/2 68V11

R -Y
DE MOD.

.11
Mr

ZENITH

Color TV Chassis 16Z8C19

POP

NON

T IR 3

9 -T--e

TYPE

,-T1/,TR4 
e BI1 c

TRI  TR2 TR S

15111.17  eke!

\---1107 TOM VIEW or TRANSISTORS-/

NOTES

PROTOORAPIeS TAKEN ON  901MOD0i ATED STANDARD COLOR BAR SIGNAL
WITH THE COLORS.REAPNG (ROM LEFT TO RIGNT,OF BLUE MAGE NTA.RED.
TCLLOW. erniTE ,CYAN,GREEN,BLACK awNiTE THE HA SETTING WAS A0JuSTED
FOR PROPER COLOR TOE 5000 SNARES AT THE 2(0 GREEN AND 01110 GRIDS
Of TNEKTuRE Tulle DEPEND 0PCIN TOE NUE SE T TING

ALL vOLTAGES MEASURED TROY CRA,SSiS TO POINTS INDICATED

ALL VOLTAGES ARE DC UNLESS OTNERW.SE SPECIFIED

ALL DC VOLTAGES TO BE MEASURED *ITN  vA0AN WOE vOLTMETEP
INNING II REGO.. iN11,1 RESISTANCE

LL VOLTAGE MEASLIILIFENTS TO BE MADE WITH NO SIGNAL PRESENT AND
NORMAL SETTING OF CONTROLS AND CHANNEL SELECTOR SET TO CIIANNEL
2 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS SHOWN WITH COILS DISCONNECTED FROM 7,101011

el.oicrAthSYCAS RE 1101 TOLERANCE. CANION, I/2 WATT UNLESS OTNEwISE

CON RESISTANCE NOT GIVEN LADE. ON ORA

ALL CAPACITOR VALUES IN MiCROFARADS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPEC,FED

TON CAPIKITOP TOLERANCE SEE LEGEND

CATNOOE RAY TUBE 2110 ANODE vOLTAIA. 10 we mEAUREO WITH ELECTPO-
STATC OR 201 Conn Mt PER VOLT NG.. VOLTAGE RATER

ARNOW! COI POTENTiCRIETERS INDICATE CLOCKWISE POTATION

U-RPROCATESuGNMENT  TEST POINT

Pr INCOFARAD MHT =M(GYIERTZ 5 MEGACYCLE PER SECOND

INDICATES 720% MAT BE USED

1- MOW -AM CRASS'S GROUND

TES 20N TSPOTS
Al SOuND - SY NC -  GC AMP CRJTtIT
S .c. F COLLECTOR
CI PICTURE DETECTOR CLAIM
C2 SYNC SOW) DETECTOR WINO

I(-AGC
G 300 I r ALIGNMENT POINT

SOUND LIMITER PLATE
2111E5 VOLTAGE (GROUND TO
OPEN COLDS

240

2300

5500

/3-IMPUTES VOLTAGE SOLACE

-*-INDICATES INSULATED FEED-TPIRU
TERTRNAL,12ENTN PART NO 06-4911

 SOUND OUTPUT
O  C C

VOLTAGE.0-0 GRID OF CPT
5 B -T OF CRT
T GRID Or CRT
V COLOR  (C DETECTOR
. COLDS AEC VOLTAGE

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO.

C79A - 8091 elect cop 475v 22-5360
C798 - 3091 elect Cop 475r

22-536022536°C79C -491 elect cop 475v
C790-491 elect cop 475r 22-5360
C116A-80µ1 elect cop 47Sr 22-5513
C1168 - 30µ1 elect cop 475v

2222-55551133C116C -1091 elect cop 475r
C184- 150pf disc cop 10% 6K 224614R39- 1M bright control63-7092
R40 - 3M bright range control
R44 - 50011 contrast control 66167918001

R46-50 grn gain control 63-6334
048-50 blu gamcontrol 63-6333
R63 - 50012 AGC delay control

63-7389638308R66 -SO AGC level control
R68 - 7500 vert hold contra 63-6979
R69 -3M vert size control

R#7742-- 21001011,:ertli,ceicontroltr°i63-69514.7X mix 2w

63-7101

3-

88787 72/8981718,or., k,11.,,,,1erii
control 66357°,7693

8 63-6950
889- 1M tone control 63 7351

8101- voltoge dependent resistor
R99-1011 hor,z cen control

0102-2049 focus module control
6633177625181

63-7145
R105- voriStor

663633-87736146268

63-7146

SS -87;404785

S-77414
132 -1st color amp Output [Oil
L40 - quad coil
L41 intercorrier coil
142 -horiz osc coil

5-77975

55:8740444151

S-56877
145 - horiz efficiency coil

5 80590153 -burst or 8 phase do 468

159-filter155-color Icrheoqkeodj

coil

985 -586: 262 667 602 327

T3--d'eelly71715''

xf°"ner

9955-22666067

FATI61-__014,autdegiowr;reut

xformer

TB-power76horizsw.feeporrnerrformor 85-884-2758048

87-4

X16 - zener diode 103.105
136-71

R106 - 3M high voltage odi control
R125- thermistor
R130 - voltoge dependent resistor
124 -delay line
L29 - sound take -off coil

COPYRIGHT 1970 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER  HARBRACE BUILDING, DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802



1285
MAGNAVOX
TV Chassis
T935 Series

MARCH  1970

ELECTRONIC 7 fr w=rfixaTECHNICIAN / EICALKR

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

ri '

,-\

---
7"

-A A
40V P/P

or Wm w

-f
10V P/P

7------r
-T
80V P/P2 5V P/P

__
----f
120V P/P

___,
15750,.,

_l_
15750%

_i.
60% 13750% 60%

PIN 2 OF V11 PIN 5 OF V12 CATHODE OF CRT JUNC. R502 & C506 PIN 10 OF V10

-1---
MN Mom .. -1-

4 V P/P --
.n. A.

-..
60V P/P 4A__1000y P/P

1. 11 -J
40V P/P

ft

- f
30V P/P

i__6.60% 60% if It _l_
60 %

.. ormi ___1_
60% DO%

PIN 6/7 OF V10 PIN 4 OF V10 TP2 PIN 9 OF V5 TP5

NOT. Wt. 07140.11112 WICIP012,
CAPP0160a VALUES Of 1 OW 1263 ART  IJACROIAA.3

2. CAPIWTANG2 W1123 WATERTAAlo IA. IN PicCfWADS

1 WOW. W231.62.6 f1021 w 314602.C. C1622210,
SAT TO 21.0111021.401.3 vOLTA422 120 1/2C.

gTrI1/10,1

II\ CI\

v1. RAC

C20
204 C200

10

C430

V?
4AUll

SOUND IF

St
SIT

2 03c NCO

uHr INPUT u 6.

COT ART

war
.1TWIA

I OUTPUT . 0C

SO -62A SOMA

r2 VI

IS 31 4

J24
o.ig,.17

011 150 V5 v

J24

3 5

TUNE

.0r2 .00092;
COO
0022

V V

013 VII 0T v

aH
Oote-

Jt3

430 JN

vs

Ac
12

3 3 4 3

alt
.004

C404 D.,
. 5.

sow coot
oi

1 J21

v6

1205 L40
6000

60i
Ott

8601

10.12 1

T601

C204
0022

8101
611

0201
t7o

VS
4JOIS

IST VIDEO

BOv

Le 7

7eoe

o

r' -

.;1Z.01

713

21151,
,50

11204 ® *204
240K

11202
220

4203'n

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION MAGNAVOX PART NO.

1203-5604h peaking coil 36A023-12
1.204-180µ6 peaking coil 36A023-15
1205-3904h peaking coil 36A023-13
1501- horiz osc coil 36A023-9
1502 - horiz lin coil 36A023-10
1601 -line choke 36A023-16
7203 -video IF xfomw 36A023-3
7205-4.5MHz trap 36A023-5
7301 -sound input 'former 36A023-6
7302- sound IF 'dormer 36.023.7
7303 - guod coil 36A023-8
1304 -audio output xfomier 32A006-1
7401 -vent output 'former 32A007-1
1501- horiz output storms, 32.007-1
7601 -power sformer 30.005-1

deflection yoke 36.037-I
C203- ref, 150pf, 5%, 500v RPM 25X023- 15 I 5

C602 - cer, .01µf, GMV, 14000 25X016-1030
C603 elect. 220/220/150W, 250v 27A010-1
R601-2.4. 10%, lOw metol oxide 23A004-9
R603 -47, 10%, 7vr metal oxide 23.004-11
8604 -250, 10%, 7w metal oxide 23A004- I 0
VR1 - 500K, off -on -volume 226006-1
VR2-1001( bright 22A006-2
VR3-500. contrast 22A006-3
VR4 - 1 M, vert hold 22A006-4
VR5 -100K. horiz range 22A006-5
VR-6 - 1M, vent lin Port of VR5
VR7- 1M, height Port of VR5
VRB - 501C twit hold 22A006-6
VDR - roristor 23A002-2

fuse 18.008.1
VHF tuner 34.002.1
UHF tuner 34A003-1

0207 R20.

VS
40TRA

SOUND OET

V4
4JC411

2ND V1240 IF

CRCS

r

L-
eon

1.39J

.C307
630

1.105.1
Sal 1

rig! 41 NV *

0201
11060 OCT

$040

C306
01

7204

115 021

IP

8307

12012 LEOS
I

02f.V1
120

61 UM

8213 Tn
5V0

0212
10 ,,02221 oa

xt
C20A

300
V

1205Ito

cos
01

Jt

ay.

10011
33

112

6

0

0111

500A
UMW*

VHF TUNER SCHEMATIC

CRI

CR2

j 71

-1 1 UW

,..----,." iL0 LO

B2 52A 83 -6-es -t
es -11,7,;.- --0-ai -8- 787-

-0- -- ' 2 -13C8
CI Be 89

C102 C103 S02,.1627 27 R103
C104 C

39K 2
CVO
68

4-
clot',71_

LI

10000 i

1C104
.2 27

4x 1025
C106

42

R2
4 70

441.10108
7Pi

Ci07
11,

7K 2 7-,
42

1

Va
4AUS

./33

1

AOC AMP

IV 6006

8504
004

Vs.
MEV
CONS

VIDEO AISP

201
470

310

.5r

AOC

V9
12F25

AIXSO OUTPUT
leer

T 206
 5210 TRAP

1260 n
22 1205

300

0214

6 TioerO--
11215

22 04/

300.1

11214
102

1204
$601.24

i
to

4.114

4215
1.5K
32,

11220
624

JS

cobs

8221
002

7304

3,1A5

2261.0112 JACK

.4

0113
500

CONTAAST

'TN

1101
222

C401
.0022

5402 7tis

R403
702

TPS

V5A
10E94/
10ONS

SYNC SEP

Cow

e 0301

0503 0302
220 001 -

100

VII
SFO7

MORIZ 000

*404
272

150

54057/ 2605c2010D
2500

coo. To' =7:7'
2500.75400

01501 CO°;, *Tr v.,
.721.

C506
330

8302
2005

8504

Igo
°°22

Ad

1.501aa
L501

2200

5404
1

WC

11414
TK

0411
022
1K V

550

8222
 TWA

2402

VIOA
17.1211

VERT OSC

5.

C404
°Cm NMO/

303K
J30

;It

CZA-

5404
100K

Ca.
.0047

OV

024

C401
MOOS .00 C406

1.2 W 0. ye,H. 5004i v LIM
0.112
t TK

Cy 0001

5415
no -1/ 801

e414
MC 4

VIM 0411
WIN 220K

14211111

0513

VI2
EINAR

40912 OUTPUT

*304
48K

*C111

R510
4.12

*312

524
472

V

215V 9

A515
2/./.t

10

R42 'R.

0109
17425
VERT

OUTPUT
1550

201
22K

OKA

vf

C416
3 WO .0015
50V I

.022
_7

x

I

47 I *VI?

.11,
640A

.04

II2
032

OONPITMESS

Jib

.J13

5

06036
220020

T
200

250v -
[Goss R5061
150200 222
2500 JtO 21940--.0.--w 0

Sell
540

1400 .C1

22

L502
21 LIN

V13
Cu. 1711R3
Geo DAMPER

1504

554'

',,";
21

1503

CS.
047(--

C514

JIB

17501

V14
103/103

NV RECT

a

VII
I9OWR4

CRT

.e3
II

SOW(

r
'7 If

4920
 71. I '350°0
26 .11 

0511 05111
IIOW. is AK

20 00 L ---
J33

0125
.033

7.01

, R101
'1.2K

R109
ZtOK

RIOS

R104
'"

4 7K

2

RIO?
390

73 8108

028
SLJ8

VI V2
3 4 5 4

neo

C117
1000

HI

00.'25-4
LS

0114

0106
22K

0113 0112
1000 1000

0 o o
02 1K 02

V Dr

004:7

.2

52

500 )

11.11 53 62 XI

1550 1650 1750 52

I/5V

1285 COPYRIGHT 1970 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER  HARBRACE BUILDING, DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802
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1286
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

VRI1- 50012, AGC control EVL S2AA0011.152

VR3I -5K, vert height EVL-SOAA00853
VR32 - 5K. vert lin EVL-SOAA00853
VR4I -1K. horn frog EVL-SOAA00B1 3
VR51 - 1K, APF control EVI.-S2AA001113
VR61 - 10K, off/on volume control EVC-808120A14
VR62 - 11, contrast control EVH-FOAL17E13
VR63-5001. bright control EVH-BOAL17855

VHF
ROD

ANT.
EXT

INT.

PENNEY PART NO. VR64 -2K, vert hold EVH-BOAL I 7B23
VR65 - 1K, hord hold EVH FOAL17F13
VR66 - 2M, focus control EVD-N7AS10826
1105 sound trap coil 41.25MHz RI-3375BM
L132 -peaking coil, 25µh T1D-02501-5
L133 peaking coil, 125µh RD -12501.5
L136 peaking coil, 150µh RD -15001.5
L201 SIF kformer 115-34202-1
1202 discriminator, primary R5 -33203-T
1203 discriminator. sec 115-33204-1
L401 - AFC :dormer TLH-321:14VHF EXT. 1402 - horn osc oformer TLH-3108

ANT. INPUT
333 n

VHF TUNER TNT -465 I I

(TNT -4651 -5)
RF AMP

[
TR I 2SC76 2]

([OR 2SC683[) INPUT

MIXER TR2 2SC563

(OR Vi)
OSC. TI: 250645

( OR 2 ).-o-- 0 OU0TPUT
ACC

11 e1, 1
-11'1

Coo 1,10
!Pia.' ifo oi

n c>t, ci
0K

1-74124
WI

219

- 1 73
-1 Syl

14
e.

-9 I
e1

- 1 77-I
-1 Te14

SIM
14 133

9
CIS]
eV JO OC

vfill
SOX

015

444

8180
100

3RIfe r,1 CSKS
IN

r 0211

rill.

AGC AMP.
11'511 251117I1

BO

VHF

VHF

P
OW

*C17

1U11 04761

VR91 HURT HOLD
2149

SYNC. AMP.
02-1=MgE

C.1111

15410

I .'del

;XP

OK

C7)-
8303
420

II 3

tool

nr

_,(1j;0111is
'

UHF
LOOP
ANT.

TIH-3412
RH-3503

L403 -horn drive :former

338360211D2

1.1604°41--dhxel'zyob'keffef

:loaner .......
TRLYE--1601 -flybock 'dormer

1602 -power :former..........
RV-3312

VM-402
1603 - vert choke
D33 - posistor

ERT-D3BEK1301D51 - tbermistor
VHF tuner TNT -4651-I

TTNsTF-13561801241-40

UHF tuner or TNT -868141
fuse AC 10afuse DC 2 So ......... TSF 5252-3

UHF TUNER
TNT -868 I 4H
(TNT -868 I 4T

OSC, "1 "''

F7125C684
,OR TIS1B

61 1NB2G
OR 15 750

410:C RI 01

C 112
82,7Cor.V

ads
0 01

10

C1901

C,,9

L107
TLI  1111191

S

love

0 01

C201
10014

1202eR

IF AMP.
1TR2 I 25C64Ki

3.0233
111(

C>, 111
`--0.9 se.

220
225

Cgg
41,

lee

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

TNP- I I I I -32

14212

10
01

SOUND DET.

Car
L 70

TL S. 14203. 19-.2 2'.

47770

Rea
1

='1:1

VIDEO DET. VIDEO AMP.
[012 GA701

aA

[tR14 CSI 3031

19

RI
II

SR Ip
1a 211

- 1 0

ca. Calf O alt

L 13
1194.

C9 Ica

C 110
IS 11

I ST VIDEO IF AMP. 2ND VIDEO IF AMP. 3RD VIDEO IF AMP.
I TR I 25C20151 IWt I 2 2SC2OCI riR13 250563

POSISTOR
1013±VOLIq

VERT. OSC.
CIP.Z2331[M11 1TR 33 2S B 1721j

C1,3
o

T- 603
TLV-33 1 2

[_12.21
TNP- I 310

VERT. AMP.
11 VERT. OUTPUT

1TR 34 2SB1261/1

1034 11 CU-2P.M

-
'PLO C30]

/ x ,,,,C,4,2

'P9f, C/10

vIt
001

I 7fr

HORIZ. AFC ----f
12_31 047Q1

5 6K

114..
IV

R404
la

0410 1,4415

2511, 2 25

C405
0 OIS

0 0042 2

r_f HORIZ. OSC. HORIZ.BUFFER HORIZ. DRIVE
011441213EFET TR43 2SB34-1 rriT42 2SB4481

;

\XX 1Kr
WV/. HOLD

-096

cm
RV 10

11.133X191

D2I 0A701

[ 022 0A70[

141

020/
!OP

w
R2011

1K

O211

e 104#

1L1 33209 T
L201

R2/0
RIO

C209
11410

0 01
IT C)01

Col0

VIDEO OUTPUT
[T11 I 5 25C5841

10

4 WC

C171
15,11 Ron

C1111

In IR"
.

01011.

41

1 211

RIn

NOISE CANCELLER
TRT6

R 2SASSIS2SA305Q
1

0:
evx

SYNC. SEP.

[TRI7 2SA3611

w

!Des FRIP[

L601
TLY-336 1 D

777 I 71)
016

1=1Z2

1.861

10
lea

CS2
COS

J

J C PENNEY
CO.

TV Model 1316A-89

1ST AUDIO AMP. THERMISTOR AUDIO OUTPUT TNP -1206
i ER T.T:d ER 26 n 1.753 CSI 256

VOLUME
V861
'OKA

[TR51 2SC5381

CONTRAST
VR62 IKE

3

1-1221

BRIGHTNESS
VR 03 700113

777-

C99
0 041

ft i
0512

T601
[1:22E177{112 TL F -3802-2

1.0

Lid &I

7r,
!

T
O
9-4

0
, c82,O;

1(162

C620
3909 719044

MD=

-.1+851

[A28-1 5 W1;:i

7

,

T

HORIZ. OUTPUT
PUTTST,g

*3
100

Ce01
154100

1-12 6
APF

15

1TR62 2SB 126
OR 2SB126V

51

[TR52 2581711

I- 15 51

C801

71720V

3000

r TRS4 CS I 2551Fi

EAS-I 2D4OAH

T602
TLP-3238
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1287
PHILCO-FORD
TV Chassis 20733

M33

I.F
LINK

GSA=

MODULE -11-

LI0

TO CHT
VHF N.6

TUNER I
+135V

47 25 c471-11

,
L16

= 147.25 6
131

MHz C4 
L13 6

TO
CI 7T M18A

TUNER A
AGC

C46
39 1_

41.25
LMT L14_ j

R21
'on.
180

ELECTRONIC fiR=LpfTECHNICIAN /

MARCH  1970
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6

1ST. IF
4EH7

V9
6

L It M35A

GOV

7

50v

3z .3C35
R5I

.00I5T52%4

GMV

R54
18K
1W

2NC1 I.F.
4EJ7
VIO

6

09 2

.FP55

20%330 IC0041,5A

t
MODULE -8

DIAGRAMS
NEW SETS

18

D2 L17

11_19

1

I1400

I.6V

1459

3
C38
680
10 Id_

R56 C41

10° 10022

15

14.5 1.5T

R48

R47
A G C -o.n.

220
20%

C30

.0015I
GMV

A.G.C.
M12

TP

I C7
.22

Ii0Ov

R37
680K

SW. ON REAR OF VHF 33K
TUNER CLOSED CH.2
THRU 13. R17

VHF

NE 5tH

PILOT
LIGHT

age M29

+145V

2.2M

R12
680KR43 Ws.

680K

C24

Toov15

OF

I VR6 0
1

1
ON -OFF

1

L._ SW

120V
AC
60 Hz

11.68

L20

100 WI
L21

rn
NW N), -
1:13a3

D3

R23

560K

SYNC. SEP.
1/2 6GH8 C22

V5

680
9 R38

5081,

C54

immaCH

e20i
39

5% G3A

-UV 150036 .0V52
NI BM GMVR44

M20

GATE
1/2 10JY8

3 VI

2 R2 R24

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PHILCO-FORD PART NO.

C48 -240/240/160/Sµ1 @2000 Br- filter 30 2601 33
13 -choke, 60MHz. damper 1111 32-4112-62
1.6 - 220µh, noise inr 30-4762-25
17 -quad, snd del ................................... 32-4876-1
110 -tuner cpig 32-4652-96
112 -honz stab .................................. 32-4754-3
114-41,25MHz trap 32-4652-80

L9 M28

P

I 7_763

L8

SV
1/2 6GH8A

V5

10 4 2

63

3j
4.5
MHz

TRAP

5119

6

Iv

FpOA
TSANKDE.

OFF

13

- L4-
-21

I 115 ?15-1 IT

TP
M15A

SOV

- C001

1 C17A
.0082
Guy

R20
14.7K

DET
4CS6
V2

C10

.00821
GMV

LI8-yr:1490 det 32.4652.79
N3 -rent int 30-6030-12
N4 - honz osc 30-6057-1
N5 -phase comp 30-6035-2
N6 - isolation, CRT 30-6058-2
R40 - voristor, 560v @lOrna 33-1373-6
R66 -Iusistor 33-1381-5
TI -audio output 32-10013-4
12-8v filter output 32-10118-3

RI8 R10

809

5

2

3.3K
20%

7 09

6

R3I

18K
R26
560
5%

C4
0015

1

C20
27

IOUAD
COIL

R14
.5.6M

R15
< 1.2M

Ni
1/2 1OKR8

V3

839

15K

SYNC TP
M27A

33K
R16
391(

+145V

22K

669

R45
1.2M C12

0082
GMV

TO HORIZ. I
OUT GRID

R30A
3.9K

L6

220
.05v

R30
1.5K
5%

MIS
+ 145v

R29
8.2W K 2 R25

}RS
3.3M

CONI.5K

c 5R28 Fi.15A

FOCUS

13K 16.8K I" M9 M13
5 / 3W

[
.VR5%* I

-I 1

C48C 100 2567
---*-:::2M1123.".F7:' 2K

R6P12/A R22

Stir - 20% 330
175v T L2

659 e

VIDEO OUT. 7

1/2 101048

1913v
V3

R39

100VI
15

220
0%

50

TO + 135V ON VHF TUNER
SW. ON REAR OF

R60 VHF TUNER CLOSED
680 68

+140V ON CH 1

1558

T2
(F.C.)
.6H
160

C50 R66 SILICON T -F-
3 RECT

16OLLFT 240UF IFUSISTOR
1.75v 175v
C48D C48A

cr

0

C488

24OI75V I
LLF

to

C

O
N

P - W

1 12 1 5 4 4 5 3 4 5 4 12 1 4 5

.00221
C43
GMV

.0015 -,

CD

+

+ 145V

TUNERS
o r .7, -

O
UNZr.. I 2

I

M31

I 8 34 45

2470 LIT -162D VHF
GMV r _ _ _ _

LIT -152 1.1n

+140V-.

R65

33K

R67
15K
2W

UHF PILOT
LIGHT

NE5tH

C270039 -
100V I

C29168

1009 I

2

C34
10039 R49

_I_ 750= 5%

HOR OSC I 5%
13K,R46

8F07 C33

7390VR1C
V8

60K R57
HORIZ.
HOLD 68K

3 M35

LI2

3)

TP1.432
HOR. OSC.

6

AAA 7

11)
N.-.

:::150
10K

If

VRIB
2.5W

VERT LIN

-14- 140v
90K

005 .00418.26

21J26
OR

N41 216Y5
HORIZ. OUTPUT

10K V7

.005
I

,
22K 10% I

.=

.0033

13.96 3 330K

C34A
330
10%

2,4,10

TO

-0-2_11NBVIEARSTER
+Iv

NOISE

M21

-1

C26
.015

1200vVERT. OSC.-
1/2 17JZ8

V6

twR20A
i
22K

M17

C8
22 p,424
11

200V
CI4

.0082
GMV

1(

M19 =

 I
R19,

8.21.1<,

LI

180

R3

10K
20%

RIA
100K

150K
C3

-.0033

VR6
IM

v0

M4
VR6

R4

 +I45V

AUD OUT
1/2 10,1'1'8

VI

7

M2 220 "
20%

GIA

L7 C55
001

ZOO
vAC

29

1459
Cl

1K6 -
R7
100 +145V

MI4
T1

TO VR6 BUSHING
(VOL 1

+300V..
(M27)

+100V FOCUS

(14 2110

IG4 A
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

411rTUNER REPAIR 10

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes are charged at cost.

24 hour service at our conveniently
located service centers.

1 year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-
SARKES TARZIAN INC.

All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

TUNER REPLACEMENT

Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. for this purpose.

The price is the same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mA
Series 600 mA

All shafts have the same length of 12".
Characteristics are:

Memory Fine Tuning
UHF Plug In
Universal Mounting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise

If you prefer we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send in original tuner for comparison pur-
poses to our office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

MIDWEST
EAST
SOUTH-EAST. .938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana
Home Office)

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City. New Jersey

TEL: 317-632-3493

TEL: 201-792-3730

TEL: 404-758-2232

WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California .

... for more details circle 141 on Reader Service Card
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There's
a big
plus...

MALLORY

When you specify Mallory semiconduc-
tors. It's always been the most dependable
lire . . . for more of what you want, when
you want it. And now there are more extras
than ever before.

For one thing. we've added items to make
the selection better than ever ... from pre-
tested multiple -cell rectifiers-such as the
popular VB, CTN. FW, and FWL types-to
hard -to -find itemslikeour 2.5 amp rectifiers.

Then there's performance - it's even
higher than before. Our rectifiers have
hg her forward -current capacity and lower
reverse leakage. And our Zener line has
higher wattage ratings and sharper knee
characteristics.

And don't forget Mallory semiconductor
prices: they're just about unbeatable . . .

take our focus rectifiers and epoxy case
rectifiers, for example.

So specify Mallory for silicon rectifiers,
prepackaged rectifiers (voltage doublers,
center -tapped full waves, full -wave
bridges), color TV selenium rectifiers,
Zener and dual -trigger diodes. Your
Mallory distributor has them now.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.
Box 1558. Indianapolis. Indiana 46206; Telephone: 317-836.5353

Batteries  Capacitors  Cassette Tapes  Controls  Resistors Semiconductors Sonalert Switches  Timers Vibrators ICs

... for morn details circle 127 on Render Simko Card
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39 TEKLAB REPORT
This month's report completes our review of the Magnavox T940 color chassis
with an analytical look at the eight -function remote control system.

45 SOLDERING IS AN ART
By Donald W. Moffat. Here is a feature full of practical facts on soldering and
techniques handed down through the years plus a discussion of the cause of
"cold solder" joints.

48 SELLING CCTV
In part two of this series you'll find practical information on studio systems,
video tape recorders, service procedures and helpful hints on maintenance.

54 STEREO SERVICING WITH A SCOPE
By Robert L. Goodman. In this article you'll find many practical approaches to
solid state stereo troubleshooting with a dual trace triggered scope plus some
handy service hints on IC circuits.

59 TESTLAB REPORT
This month's Testlab evaluates the Leader LCG-388 color bar pattern generator
and reports on its stability after several hours exposure to the 20 below zero
temperatures of the cold, cold North.
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Our cover picture this month depicts in a whimsical way the vast changes in the
relative sizes of electronic components that have occurred since the advent of
solid state circuits. The man behind the mike 'in the land of the giants' is Bob
Hawkins of Seattle.
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FM-2400CH (New)
 Tests Predetermined Fre-

quencies 25 to 1000 MHz
 New Extended Range

Covers 950 MHz Band
 Pin Diode Attenuator
FM -2400C
 Tests Predetermined Fre-

quencies 25 to 500 MHz
The new FM-2400CH and the
FM -2400C provide an accurate
frequency standard for testing
and adjustment of mobile
transmitters and receivers at
predetermined frequencies.
The FM-2400CH with its ex-
tended range covers 25 to 1000
MHz. The Model FM -2400C
covers 25 to 500 MHz. The fre-
quencies can be those of the
radio frequency channels of
operation and/or of the inter-
mediate frequencies of the
receiver between 5 MHz and
40 MHz.
Frequency Stability: ± .0005%

from +50 to +104 F

Write for catalog

FM -2400

FREQUENCY

METERS

Frequency Stability: with built-
in thermometer and temper-
ature corrected charts.
±.00025% from +25° to
+125°
(.000125% special 450 MHz
crystals available)

Both the FM-2400CH and the
FM -2400C are self contained in
small portable cases. Com-
plete solid state circuitry. Re-
chargeable batteries.

FM-2400CH (meter only) $595.00
RF crystals (with temperature

correction) 24.00 ea.
RF crystals (less temperature

correction) 18.00 ea.
IF crystals catalog price

FM -2400C (meter only) ... $445.00
RF crystals (with temperature

correction) 24.00 ea.
RF crystals (less temperature

correction) 18.00 ea.
IF crystals catalog price

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO LEE  OKLA CITY. OKLA 73102

for more details ciitle 120 on Reader Service Card

EDITOR'S MEMO

Adventure In Phoenix

I think one of the nicest things about
a business trip in the dead of winter
is a visit to a warm climate when you
live in a very cold one. Such was the
case when I made a trip to attend a
national service meeting in Phoenix,
Arizona at the invitation of the Motor-
ola people.

Art Baldensperger, the H.E.P sales
manager met me at the Phoenix air-
port and escorted me to the motel
which had been literally taken over by
the Motorola people and their guests.
As the saying goes, "you can't tell
the players without a program," so all
the Motorola personnel wore white
cowboy hats and red western style
neckties embossed with the words
"Quasar TV".

Motorola's service clinic on the
Quasar II was the theme of the service
program. The idea behind the clinic
was to acquaint technicians and dealers
with the new innovations in the
Quasar II over the previous Quasar I.

The Motorola service training team
gave a practical demonstration of the
serviceability of the Quasar unit and
followed through with a complete ex-
planation of circuit operation. Many
of the questions fired at the Motorola
service staff during the session showed
that technicians have a definite inter-
est in providing good service. I felt that
most everyone at the meeting came
away enthused with the Motorola ser-
vice technique.

The meetings were topped off on the
last day by an excellent tour of the
Motorola semiconductor plant. The tour
members were each given a small
transistor radio and earphone. The
tour guide simply broadcast the in-
formation to them via a wireless mike
and everyone got the message. It
worked great. Only one thing wrong
with it-we had to turn our radios
back in after the tour.

22 ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER



Krylon*Crystal Clear is standard
equipment for all installation
and service work. It prevents
many of the causes of picture 4"t1e

fading and high voltage losses
and keeps lead-in connections
tight.It's the repairman's
handiest repaircan.

Borden Chemical, Division of Borden Inc

BORIN%

TM

. for more details circle 137 on Rea 1 er Service Card
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You'll see better ideas
clear through Ford's Econoline
Small wonder it outsells all other vans

Twin -I -Beam ride. The independ-
ent front suspension made famous
by Ford pickups: Twin -I -Beam.
Two I-beam axles for strength...
big coil springs for easy ride.
Twin -I -Beam gives you greater
stability, less wind wander, and
a better ride. Only Ford has it.

"Walk-thru" to rear. Because the en-
gine is forward out of the way, the
driver can step from his seat into the
load area and exit through side or
rear doors. The loadspace is not only
bigger than in older vans, it's easier to
reach. See all the better ideas in the
best selling van at your Ford dealer's.

Outside service center. Just raise
the hood, and all these service
points are at hand: oil, water,
battery, windshield -washer water,
wiper motor, brake master cylin-
der, voltage regulator. Ford's
better idea vans make every-
thing you do easier to do.

Greater payload than ever before.
Now Ford vans can take on loads
that vans never before were de-
signed to take. Choose from three
Econoline series and two body
lengths. Power choices include
two economical Sixes and a top -
performance 302 -cu. in. V-8.

FORD ECONOLINE VANS
24

. for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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look more than skill

to design the world's
smallest complete mobile

5 -watt CB

transceiver

.* .7A '54,-

MAW, Messmer 125 '9995

Only the famous Johnson "talk -power" is big as ever on Johnson's
radically new Messenger 125! Virtually every vehicle on the road,
including the 1959 and 1970 models, car eas ly accommodate this
versatile new radio. Its far -ahead features make operation extremely
simple and enjoyable. Best of all, we sliced the most out of the
price!

Features
 5 push button channels-no knobs  slide -lever vol. and squelch
 World's sma lest panel configuration -191'6" by 4193'2", just 7" deep
 4 watts output at 13.8 VDC  Accessories for portable use

E. F. JOHNSON CO.
WASECA MINNESOTA 56093

. . for more details circle 124 on Reeder Service Card
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

TWO-WAY RADIO

Medium priced with
solid-state design

700

Announced is the availability of
a new medium-priced solid-state
FM two-way mobile radio. Desig-
nated the MOCOM 70 radio, this
unit has four frequency capability
and is available with 30 and 45w
RF power output high band and
50w output for low band operation.
This solid-state design feature
means instant communications
since no warm-up time is required,
low current drain, consistent
power output and continuous duty
capability. The sensitivity of the
receiver -0.3µv in low band and
0.35µv in high band - provides im-
proved range and effectiveness.
The unit also provides maximum
protection against adjacent chan-
nel interference with a reported
selectivity more than 80db down in
low band and more than 90db down
in high band. The compact radio
compliments the automobile in-
terior if mounted under dash, but
can also be mounted in the trunk
or in any other convenient lo-
cations. Motorola.

FOR MORE
NEW PRODUCTS SEE
PAGES 33 & 75

DUAL BANK VHF 701
MONITOR RECEIVER

"Modular concept" shortens
assembly time

Introduced is the Monitor III
solid-state receiver kit which
tunes both the high and low (152-
174 and 30-50 MHZ) VHF FM
public service bands. The kit
can be assembled easily even
by beginners because of its new
"modular concept." Most parts
are already soldered to the print-
ed circuit boards and all critical
adjustments have been made at
the factory. All the builder does
is solder the connections between
circuit boards. The circuit de-
sign includes four IF stages, tuned
RF and mixer to provide great-
er sensitivity and selectivity.
The receiver also has conven-
ience features, such as an ad-
justable squelch, a headphone
jack and an illuminated slide -
rule dial with a logging scale.
An automatic volume control
(AVC) circuit is featured with
a push-pull audio output signal
level constant. The receiver
kit is priced at $59.95 complete
with gray metal case, 5-7/16byll-
7/8by7-3/4 in. Allied.

\\\:\\,.\\,\.

4gelgili
PROTECTION SYSTEM

Plug-in cords designed
for simple installation

702

Introduced is a master pro-
tection system for home and
office. This first complete cus-
tomer installed system has a
full line of sensors to protect
from fire, flood, power failure,
smoke, and intrusion. The Mod-
el C-7360 is battery operated
and claimed fail safe in opera-
tion. A solid-state circuit accepts
all sensor in a single plug-in sys-
tem. Activation of any sensor
in the system sets off a horn
system with noise level above
95dB. Only a turn off at the key -
lock switch can deactivate the
alarm. The master unit mea-
sures 5 1/4 x 7 x 2 1/2in. and
is powered by two "D" cells.
One or all sensors can be con-
nected to a single master unit.
A complete protection manu-
al is supplied with each master
unit for installation and use.
The master unitis priced at $19.95
and sensors are priced from $2.95.
James.
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*OR BTU WHITE VHF,
.41111111-,

9111.11MAHAIIIMIMINIMIM111111r2782251- 281466e

Tough
polyethylene
jacket

EASY TO END THAT
BLIZZARD/ JUST
UPGRADE YO :JR

ANTENNA. LEAD-IN(

St-ong
Ccpperweld
conductors

Unicellular polyethylene
core, each cell
filled w th inert gas

How Come Dept.
Here's a black and white set owner. His receiver

is in good shape.
So's his antenna. Yet, from Channels 2 to 83, he

sees a lot of snow. How come?

Answer: That dirty, weathered flat twin -lead he's
using.

Here's your chance to keep an old customer faith-
ful. Or to turn a new customer into a steady one.
Upgrade him to Belden 8275 Celluline lead-in.
Moisture and dirt are the bugaboos of the flat twin -
leads. But Celluline helps keep 'em out. And, by
doing so, delivers a signal over 4 times stronger on

00 ,
o o

my 50
c c
E0
E 40
ccO
-13c 30

114f
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ri52
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Celluline 8275

Flat Twin -Lead
Catches Dirt & Moisture
Between Conductors

s.`

8275
42%

TUBULAR
LEAD-IN

FLAT
LEAD -114

25%8275

8230

1111
8230
1.5%

_MIME

8275
14%

8230
0.3%

8275
9%

8230
0 1%

Chan. 2 Char . 13 Chan. 14 Ch 3

e lei
8"7.1

CcIIuuIh.e®

Channel 2 and 90 times stronger on Channel 83
(see chart).

Sure, Celluline costs a couple of dollars more than
flat twin -lead. But it delivers when the other's per-
formance has gone to the dickens.

So, upgrade your customers and keep 'em happy.
Call your Belden Distributor for 8275 Celluline. He
has it in 50, 75 and 100-4t. coils. And in 250, 500
and 1000 -ft. spools.

If you have customers it congested, in -city areas,
out on the fringes, in MATV equipped buildings-
or if you're talking color-your Belden Distributor
has other high-performarce leadins that provide
the right answer to these equirements.

Remember: the right lead-in is fully as important
as a good antenna.

mem mow*
per

mc
100'

db
AWG &

(Stranding)
. - Color

Iwom.
O.D.

(Inch)

now-
Velocitd of
Propagation

-Remy
Capacitance

(mmf/ft.)

20 (7x28) Brown .300 1.6 00 1.05
x 200 1.64

.400 300 2.12
400 2.5
500 2.98
700 3.62
900 4.3

For a reprint of the inforrmtive magazine article, ELEC-
TRONIC CABLES, send to: Belden Corporation, P. 0. Box
5070-A, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

la.. . new ideas for moving electricai energy

BELDEN
8.7-98

Don't forget to ask them what else needs fixing?
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TECHNICAL DIGEST
The material used in this section is selected from information
supplied through the cooperation of the respective manufacturers or their agencies.

MAGNAVOX
Remote Receiver Model 704053-Bench Service

The remote receiver can be powered and checked, with the
receiver disconnected from the TV instrument, as follows:

Note: Referring to the schematic diagram, terminal "G"
is the common connection and the connections to terminal
"G" are indicated as connection to the chassis. This is cor-
rect as far as the TV chassis is concerned, however, termi-
nal "G" is not connected to the remote chassis. Terminal
"G" connections are isolated from the remote receiver chas-
sis by the network R25/C13.

 - ,

.
t-1

,

1-4-4
t ' X- ' 4 "  - 

.11

(1) Connect 120vac between terminals six and eight of
P401. Turn remote switch on. Use isolation transformer
between receiver and ac line or connect a 26vdc supply be-
tween terminal "G" and the cathode of D5, with the nega-
tive side of the supply to terminal "G". (2) Press the LOUD-
NESS ON -OFF function button on the transmitter while
watching K1 for momentary operation. (3) Press STATION
SELECT button on the transmitter while watching K2 for
momentary operation. (4) A. Connect a jumper between ter-
minals "H" and "C". This connects transistor Q7 collector to
the collector of transistor, Q5 as though a VHF search tune
function was in progress. B. Forward bias places transis-
tor Q7 into conduction by applying about +.6v to the base.
This can be accomplished by connecting a low voltage bias
supply between terminals "G" and "E", with the negative
side of the supply to terminal "G". Check K2 for operation
as transistor Q7 is biased into conduction.

RCA VICTOR
C/COS Tuner Chassis RC1233/RC1238/RC1239-
Loudness and Level Controls

The new line of C/COS stereo tuners features a level con-
trol in addition to the familiar tone -compensated loudness
control. Because the level control is new this year in RCA
products, it should be of interest to the reader to learn the
theory behind the level and loudness controls and meth-
od of adjustment.

The level control is an uncompensated volume control
which is located between the audio preamplifier and the
input of the power amplifier as illustrated in simplified block
diagram.

The loudness control serves to compensate for a physio-
logical phenomenon of the listener's ears that makes them
less sensitive to low frequency sounds as the listening level

is reduced. This acoustical effect, known as the Fletcher -
Munson effect makes it necessary to gradually boost bass

AUDIO FROM

TONE >
CIRCUITRY

PREAMP

LOUDNESS OUTPUT STAGE 10 if
.0221 lPART OF Z605)

500K 2 TRANSISTORS
-i

.022 L PER CHANNEL

33K 33K LEVEL
25K

*PART OF 1604 = TO

POWER

AMPLIFIER

INPUT

as the listening level is reduced. The curve graph indicates
that little or no bass boost is required at high listening levels
and as the sound level is decreased from loud to soft, increas-
ing amounts of bass boost must be supplied to reproduce

120

U)

001LIJ

80

z
60

L-1 40
_J

>-
H 20
U)z
w
I- 0
z

100 -LOUD

70 -AVERAGE

30 -SOFT

20 00 500 1000
FREQUENCY IN Hz

the lower frequencies in balance with the mid frequency
and high frequency sounds. This is the function of a loud-
ness control circuit, as used in the new radio tuners.

Controls Adjustment

One adjustment procedure for level and loudness is to
adjust the level control to maximum and the loudness con-
trol to a comfortable listening level. If the sound seems to
have excessive bass at this setting of the loudness control,
the level control setting should be reduced and the loudness
control advanced until a pleasing tone balance is achieved.

Once the level control is set, the loudness control should
be used to regulate the sound intensity, as it will retain
tone balance of a fairly wide change in loudness.
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The RCA rotator has many features
your customers won't understand.
It has one that everyone recognizes:
the name, RCA.
RCA engineers have produced the best
in rotators. Beautiful, easy to operate
control cabinets. Rugged, durable
drive units. And they're tested.
Continuous operation life -tested,
under conditions no rotator would
ever encounter in normal use.

The "extra feature" in every RCA
rotator is the name ... RCA. It's the
feature your customers recognize.
rely upon. It's taken over fifty years
to build this kind of acceptance...
acceptance that means
more sales for you.

RCA
Rotators

RCA Parts and Accessories Deptford, NJ
Rotators Antennas Reception Aids Installation Hardware.

. for more details circle 131 on Reader Service :aid

V -block serrated clamping
system locks mast securely.

Reinforced shaft has nested
"U" bolt.

Center -position alignment
markers speed installation.

Stainless steel bearings are
permanently lubricated.
No external thrust bearings
required.

High -tensile aluminum hous-
ing is rugged, lightweight
for less inertial loading on
mast.

High -temperature insula-
tion on motor allows
continuous operation.

Main drive gear is cast
integral to main shaft;
can't loosen.

Positive disc brake on mo-
tor prevents "overshoot."

Positive worm drive pre-
vents windmilling.

Overtravel clutch permits
motor to run before load is
engaged-for pre -turning
momentum.

High -efficiency motor con-
sumes less power; less
voltage drop over long
cable runs.

Model 10W707
The RCA fully automatic Ro-
tator has solid state circuitry
for positive synchronization.
Positive directional indicator
lights. Silent operation.

Model 10W505
The RCA positive push-button
fingertip control Rotator with
360° indicator dial. Unique
design assures precise control
with few moving parts. RCA
performance and quality at a
modest price!



LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

Better To Repair
After reading R. Pasela's letter

"Or Else" in the December issue, he
strikes me as being a poor service-
man. He also gives an inkling of how
things are made today, made so if any-
thing goes wrong, don't repair it-throw
it out and buy a new one. A true ser-
viceman can repair and improve much
of his old equipment for today's ser-

vice. Also, he won't tell a young child
that his little transistor radio should
be junked. If he is smart he will fix
it because he stands a better chance
of getting the parent's business. Tell-
ing other servicemen to stay clear
of custom made sets is not the word
of a real serviceman either. Mr. Pasela
isn't going to like the December is-
sue of ET/D because several read-
ers asked for information on old units.
Many a time I've wished they would
ask for something I have on hand so
I could help.

PETER LEGON

Malden, Mass

For You Who Know Good Tools . . .

And Won't Buy Any Other Kind
If you're one of those discriminating hand tool
users who know and demand only the best,
chances are you're already a Channellock
customer. You know the beauty of full -
polished, drop -forged steel, the smooth work-
ing precision -made working parts, the fine,
hand honed cutting edges that distinguish hand

tools by Channellock. What you may not know
is the wide choice of Channellock quality tools
available to you. You can treat yourself to
an arm -chair visit with the entire Channellock
family in our color catalog. Let us send you a
copy, no charge.

TOOLS BY

CHANNEL LOCK
MEADVILLE, PA

Needs Fused Line Plug
I have a slight problem which an

ET/D reader may be able to solve.
We are trying to locate a source of
replacement or substitution for a "fused
current tap" which we currently use.
This item is stamped with the nota-
tion "B & M", but so far we have been
unable to trace it to a manufacturer
so we could buy more of them. Any
help would be greatly appreciated.

HOWARD W. ROKUS

John Oster Co.
5055 North Lydell Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53217

We received a sample of this item
from Mr. Rokus and it looks much
like an ordinary AC line plug which
is made to accept another AC plug
in the top. However, the plug is fused
to provide protection for any appro-
priate appliance plugged into it Ed.

Reader's Aid
I purchased a Simpson Model 330

Tube Tester but I am having quite
a time finding an up to date tube chart
and manual. I am hoping that perhaps
one of your readers could tell me where
I can get them. The manufacturer
can no longer supply these items. This
is a good tester and I would hate to
shelve it. Any help would be appre-
ciated.

MATT McCREADY

7809 Riverview Ave
Pittsburgh, Penna 15218

I have retired from the two-way
radio servicing business and have
the following test equipment in ex-
cellent condition for sale: one Lamp -
kin 105-B frequency meter with charts,
one Lampkin PPM crystal calibrator

Erratum
In the Test Instrument Review, Part

III of our January, 1970 issue, we list-
ed a Model 166 Instrument Calibrator
(Pages 68 and 69). This unit was in-
correctly listed on page 69 as being
manufactured by Western Instruments,
Div. of Western Instruments, Inc. It
should have been listed as Weston In-
strument Division of Weston Instru-
ments, Inc. The price of the Model 166
is given on page 68 as being $41.95.
This is in error, it should read $4195.00.
Our thanks to Mr. Eliot Warner at Wes-
ton Instruments, Inc., for his coopera-
tion and for calling these errors to our
attention.
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Do you want the

same things

Dick DeVroeg wants in capacitors?

Then you'll ask for
Sprague Twist-Lok Capacitors when

you need twist-prong electrolytics.

As manager of S&R TV in Lake Forest, Illinois, Dick DeVroeg
knows the importance of using quality components.
The 8 -man S&R organization has built a name for itself in
northern Chicagc suburbs over the past 18 years.
"To maintain our reputation in servicing everything in electronics,"
Dick says, "we just can't compromise on dependability.
That's why we prefer Sprague Twist-Lok Capacitors."

Ask your Sprague distributor for a copy of Sprague's
Electrolytic Capacitor Replacement Manual K-109 or write to:
Sprague Products Company, 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

,,,wasitemolillIMIll* 4

P.S. You can increase your business 71/2% by participating
in EIA's "What else needs fixing?" program. Ask your
distributor or write to us for details.

for more details crcle 136 on Reader Service Card

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
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(WE SHIP C.O.D.)

YOU PAY SHIPPING

Ir All tuners 11111111111111.11111R0
TRAINED TECHNICIANS with ye
of experience in this specialized fie
All tuners are ALIGNED TO MANU
FACTURER'S SPECIFICATION on cr
tal controlled equipment and
checked on monitor before shipp
to assure that t
properly.

GEM CITY TUNER
REPAIR SERVICE

Box 6D Dabel Station

2631 Mardon Drive

Dayton, Ohio 45420

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

and one Lampkin 205 Modulation meter.
This is an excellent opportunity for
one of your readers to acquire the
test equipment necessary to set up
a two-way radio service shop at a rea-
sonable cost.

ROBERT KELLY

616 N. Bristow
Moore, Oklahoma

"Laying It On"
In the Letters to the Editor section

of the December 1969 issue of ET/D,
there appeared a letter from a gen-
tleman "laying it on" those of us who
take on the task of repairing old sets
and that of keeping our test equip-
ment rather than throwing it away.
I take issue with the remarks and I
can offer proof that the idea of junk-
ing old equipment is not always a good
rule of thumb. For instance, I live in
a small community where jobs are
scarce and the average income rather
low. The majority of sets are old. But
a $20 repair bill is much less than the
price of a new set and much less than
the 4, 5 or more monthly payments
that might go by before the set needs
additional service. I do not know about
the gentleman's location or how his
service runs. However, I do know
that if we only service sets that are
about five years old, there would be
very little service work to do. There-
fore, my technicians and I would all
be out looking for other jobs.

I think you will admit that contin-
uous service is rough on any equip-
ment, especially if it is used every
day. I think it would also be agreed
that this would be true regardless
of how well the equipment is built.
The point is that we service many
radio stations, and the average age
of the transmitting gear is 15 years
old! Maintenance costs run about $200
per year which is darn good consider-
ing the original cost of the equipment.

In regard to test equipment, I feel
that if I buy it new and live with it
every day, I can tell when it ceases
to function properly. I then make re-
pairs. If it will not do the job, then
is the time to replace it. I would like
to drive a new car every year too,
however, my old one does the same
job as a new one-it gets me there
and back.

WALTER L. JOHNSON, JR.

Lillington, N. C.

It costs only
1=7;

New Easy Dispenser Pak 60/40 18 S.W.G:m.

1/100 of lc more
(c_

6

Latest PC (Printed Circuit) Pak
60/40 Extra Thin 22 S.W.G.-.028"*

per solder joint
to know you
are using the
world's finest
cored solder
-x-

Each only 59( per package at your dealer.

ERSIN

FIVE -CORE
SOLDER

MULTICORE SALES CORP.,WESTEILIRY, N.Y. 11590

. . . for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card

WARNING
BEWARE OF

COUNTERFEIT
BLUE STUFF

A few electronic parts distributors
are marketing a cheap imitation of
BLUE STUFF FOR TUNERS un-
der names like BLUE FOAM FOR
ALL TUNERS and BLUE MAGIC.

These imitations do not carry a man-
ufacturer's name and may deceive
the technician into thinking that the
material is BLUE STUFF , or the
same as BLUE STUFF packaged un
der private label.

DON'T BE MISLED
These counterfeit products are NOT
BLUE STUFF or the same exclu-
sive formula as BLUE STUFF

YOU CAN BE SURE.. .
if BLUE STUFF- is in the can
BLUE Sniff will be on the label.

TECH
SPRAY

P.O. Box 949 Amarillo, Texas
Canada: Wm. Cohen, Montreal

Export: Empire Exporters, N.Y.C.

for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE
For additional information on products described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

TAPE PLAYER 703
Padded front edge
matches auto dash

An eight track tape player, Mod-
el #SS -548, is introduced. The unit,
which has an output of 16w (8w per
channel), contains 12 silicon tran-

sistors and four diodes. Its padded
safety front edge matches an auto-
mobile's padded dash. The channel
selector button offers automatic
or manual selection of tapes which
show up by a lighted channel indi-
cator with numbers one to four. VOL-
UME, BALANCE and TONE con-
trol knobs are included. The unit
measures 6 1/2in. w by 3in. d by
8 1/2in. long and weighs 5 lb. Wel-
tron.

DIGITAL DECODER 704
Operates between
receiver and speaker

Introduced is the Model SD40 in-
tegrated decoder designed for selec-
tive call alerting through radio. Ap-
plied to two-way radio systems, the
decoder selects from 6,561 discrete
codes to alert the individual of his
calls. It sounds the horn, starts four-
way flasher systems, connects a speaker
and lights a call lamp so that even

an unattended mobile gets the mes-
sage. Additional memory is provided
for an emergency "all -call" and up
to sixty-four "group -call" codes in each
unit. Code changes are programmed
in the field without the need for ex-
tra cost plug-in elements, reeds or
modules to stock or exchange. A di-

gital filter and error detector circuit
assure highly reliable signaling, even
in conditions too poor for voice. Se -
code.

TAPE DECK 705
Three motors
and four tape heads

Announced is the Model 407, first
of a new generation of solid-state tape
decks. The unit incorporates three
motors-one each for supply and take-
up reels, and a hysteresis synchron-
ous capstan drive motor; four heads
for erase, record, playback and re-
verse playback; "life tested" push
button solenoid -operated controls
for instant activation of tape motion;
automatic reverse through conduc-
tive strips, dual VU meters; automatic
tape letters; automatic shut-off switch.
Because the tape deck has a sepa-
rate playback head, the machine is
capable of recording sound with sound,
sound on sound and echo effects. The
tape heads are contoured to assure
a maximum contact tape wrap as well
as a wide gap record head to produce
a wide range frequency response (30-
20,000 Hz at 7.5ips). The playback
heads for forward and reverse play
are ultra narrow gap units. Price
$379.95. Astrocom/Marlox.

INTRUDER DETECTOR/ 706
AUTO PHONE DIALER
Special programming guarantees
telephone message transmission

Announced is a completely self-
contained, furniture -styled ultrasonic
intruder detection system, complete
with automatic emergency phone dial-
ing and installed in just minutes. Fire
detection can be added and the sys-
tem will call the fire department to
inform them of the emergency. Items
such as "panic buttons," bells, sirens,
light switching . . . virtually anything
can be added to the system. Anti -false
alarm features are built into the unit.
The response threshold of the sys-
tem is such that power line transients
or power interruptions, normal build-
ing vibrations, and the like, will not
trigger the unit. The system even
"hangs up" on anyone trying to jam
phone circuits during an emergency
or break-in, capturing the line to get

its calls through and the dialer in no
way interferes with normal phone
operation. A positive -start tape trans-
port virtually eliminated the possi-
bility of the message system being

unable to play -out the emergency mes-
sages because of a jam. . . a common
problem with less sophisticated au-
tomatic dialing units. Other features
include a special delay circuit for quick
and easy "arming," without the an-
noyance of accidental set-off and can
be made as elaborate as desired. The unit
comes complete with all necessary
installation components, including
its set up instructions and a tape car-
tridge that holds six one -minute mes-
sages. ACRO-GUARD measures 12
x 12 x 4in. and weighs 111b. Acron.

INTRUSION ALARM 707
No installation for
ultra -sonic system

The Model ACA -140, an ultrasonic
intrusion alarm system is introduced.
A completely self-contained unit, hous-
ing a sensitive detection device and
eight inch alarm bell in a walnut wood
cabinet. Identical in appearance to
a bookcase speaker cabinet, the sys-
tem protects a home or small busi-
ness by projecting a high -frequency
(ultrasonic) beam which effectively

"blankets" a given area. Any intruder
interrupting this beam activates the
system turning on a light and in about
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Confused by Fancy Names and Gimmicks?

Never Trust
A Stranger,

Choose
G.CElectronics
Chemicals
Leaders since the 1930's.

C.C. is committed to quality and value. not fancy names and
gimmicks. We are manufacturers and fillers, not just selling agencies.

G.C. is the only company that supplies all your chemical needs.
Tubes - bottles - cans - drums a size and formula for every need.
Put Brand X. Y and Z together. and G.C. Chemicals outsells them

The reason: Quality - service - selection - fair value
advertising free catalogs.

Free- Brochure available on G.C. Chemicals. Write...

400 SO WYMAN ST ROCKFORD ILLINOIS 61101

A DIVISION OF HYDRONIETALS, INC.

DEALER SHOWCASE

15 seconds, the alarm bell. Unlike pho-
toelectric eyes, etc., the unit cannot
be bypassed or defeated. No instal-
lation is necessary; merely connect
the unit to a 110vac outlet, turn it on,
and adjust the range sensitivity con-
trol to your particular area. Specifi-
cations: Enclosure-walnut grained
wood cabinet, 7-5/8in. x 8-1/8in. x
11-3/8in. Power Required -110vac,
50-60Hz. Range-approximately 23ft.,
depending upon room acoustics.
Circuitry-completely transistorized.
Accessories-Special HL 190 Quartz
Iodine Floodlamp. Ideal installation
height for the Space Probe is 3 to 6ft.
from the floor. It is completely port-
able and may be moved from one la
cation to another. Bourns Euphonies.

CASSETTE ALBUM 708
Stores twelve
cassettes like books

A new concept in storing tape cas-
settes is introduced. The cassette al-
bum holds up to 12 cassettes and when
fully opened all titles can be plainly
read. Cassettes are simply snapped

in and out. Album is a compact 9 1/2
x 10in. and only 1 1/4in. thick and can
be stored on a book shelf like library
books. Made in attractive vinyl colors:
black, red, navy blue, and walnut wood
grain. Suggested retail price $3.98.
Penn State.

MICROPHONE 709
Complete replacement
blister -packed models

Introduced are four different styles
of microphones, which cover most
of the entire market's requirements.
The company's one -time -only offer
consists of any combination of 48 units
of the four models, at a special price.
A cross-reference directory, which
serves as a wall chart, provides cus-
tomers with instant information as
to which replacement mike goes best
with their particular tape recorder.
The microphones represent a range
of high and low impedance dynamic
performers. A multiple -type plug is
included with each unit-ready for
consumer plug-in. Through this sys-

continued on page 63
. for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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"My shop's been loaded since I got my
FCC License ... and I could kick myself
for not getting it sooner. I'm pulling in
all kinds of mobile, marine and CB
business that I couldn't touch before;
have even had some calls to work on
closed-circuit television. I've hired two
new men to help out and even with
them, I'm two weeks behind."

And so it goes. Once you have that
FCC ticket, you open the door to all
kinds of new business. And that's not
all. The knowledge you need to pass the
FCC exam gives you a fundamental
understanding of all electronics. You'll
find you can do more work in less time
... work on almost any kind of elec-
tronics gear.

What's the best way to get a Com-
mercial FCC License...and still keep
up with your work? Thousands of men
will tell you, "Cleveland Institute of
Electronics."

Men like August E. Gibbemeyer, for
example. He was in radio -TV repair
work before studying with CIE and get-
ting his 1st Class FCC License. Now,
he writes, "We are very happily in the
marine and two-way radio business...
servicing police and fire departments
in three communities, as well as cab

companies ... and our trade has grown
by leaps and bounds."

Ed Dulaney is another example. He
started his own part-time service busi-
ness after training with CIE and pass-
ing the FCC License exam.This worked
out so well that he then opened a full-
time business. Today, he reports, "I
manufacture my own two-way radio
equipment, with dealers who sell it in
seven states, and have seven full-time
employees."

CIE has been preparing men like
these for FCC License exams since
1934. What's more, CIE backs its
Home -Study Licensing Programs with
this remarkable money -back offer:

A CIE home -study FCC License course
will quickly prepare you for a Com-
mercial FCC License.lf you fail to pass
the FCC examination after completing
your course, CIE will refund all your
tuition. You get an FCC License...or
your money back!

And only CIE offers you new, up-to-
the-minute lessons in all these subjects:
Advanced Troubleshooting Tech-
niques, How To Work With Transistors,
Microminiaturization, Pulse Theory
and Application, and many more.

Send bound -in postpaid card today
for CIE's FREE informative book
"How To GET A COMMERCIAL FCC
LICENSE." With it, we'll include a sec-
ond FREE book, "How To SUCCEED
IN ELECTRONICS." If card is missing,
use the coupon below. Cleveland Insti-
tute of Electronics, 1776 East 17th
Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

NEWS FOR VETERANS: New G.I. Bill may en-
title you to Government -paid tuition for CIE
courses if you had active duty in the Armed
Forces after Jan. 31, 1955. Check box in cou-
pon for complete information.

r
CIE
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland. Ohio 44114

Please send FREE book, "How To Get A
Commercial FCC License." Also Include your
second FREE book, "How To Succeed In Elec-
tronics."

Name Age
(Please Print)

Address

City

State Zip

!veterans cheek here for GI Bill Information
"'",, Accredited Member National Home Study Council

(et A Leader in Electronic Training ...Since 19E34
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There are now eight new SK devices to broaden
replacement coverage in AGC, horizontal deflec-
tion, vertical deflection, damper, and audio
stages of color TV: and in transmitting stages of
CB radio, amateur radio, and communications
equipment. Result: RCA now offers you a
complete system of 47 "Top -of -the -Line"
universal semiconductor replacements. Use
them with confidence in all entertainment -type
electronic equipment.
Every SK device has electrical characteristics
comparable with, or superior to, those they
replace. And in virtually all cases the recom-
mended SK replacement transistor, rectifier, or
integrated circuit can be installed without
changes in mechanical mounting arrangements,
circuit wiring, or operating conditions.
Get the SK habit. You'll save time, reduce call-
backs, and win a reputation for making your
customers' sets look and sound like new.
Maybe even better.
For complete information, call your RCA
Distributor.
RCAI Electronic Componentsl Harrison, N.J. 07029 RC/1

8 more SKways
to repair
and forget
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TEKLAB REPORT

Magnavox
Eight Function

Remote Control
System

Keep up to date on remote control
systems as we review the VHF/UHF

search tune and automatic -off circuits
employed in this color receiver

Rear view of the television set showing the tuner and the re-
mote power tuning control cluster. The remote receiver unit is
shown to the left of the TV chassis and easily pulled by remov-

ing one screw and unplugging the Molex cornectors.

Remote Power Tuning Cluster

 Last month our Teklab Report covered the cir-
cuits in the Magnavox Model 2C6927 with the T940
total automatic color chassis.

We will now review the interesting circuits used
in the Model 704054 remote control system of the
same set.

As shown in the rear view illustration, the re-
mote control receiver unit is located to the left
of the TV chassis and is easily pulled by remov-
ing one chassis screw. Molex connectors are used
to connect the receiver to the TV chassis, tuner
and radio. The main TV chassis can be switched
on without the remote chassis by using a short-
ing plug which is provided.

This unit allows the customer to perform the
following operations from a remote location: (1)
Switch the receiver on and off. (2) Adjust the vol-
ume level. (3) Adjust the color control up and down.
(4) Adjust the tint control for proper fleshtones
on instruments without automatic tint control.
(5) Rotate the VHF tuner. (It will automatically
stop on station). A record may be rejected on ster-
eo theatre instruments; the radio may be tuned
and automatically stopped on station when a search
tune radio is included in a stereo theatre instru-
ment. (6) The UHF tuner may be tuned up or down
and automatically stopped on station. There is
also a special circuit which automatically turns
the TV off a short time after the station leaves
the air.

REMOTE CONTROL TRANSMITTER
When a transmitter button is depressed, one

of eight frequencies will be generated and radi-
ated to the receiver in the 35.5kHz to 46.0kHz range.
The microphone on the receiver picks up the sig-
nal which is amplified by a four stage, broad band

amplifier and coupled to eight
tuned circuits. Each circuit is
resonant to a specific frequency.
A driver transistor and relay
coil are associated with each tuned
circuit. The signal is then coupled
only through the tuned circuit
which is resonant to the signal
frequency. The signal then switch-
es on a driver transistor which in
turn, energizes a relay. All eight
driver transistors and their asso-
ciated relays operate in this man-
ner. Only the frequency to which
their input circuit is tuned is
different.

REMOTE RECEIVER
The remote receiver chassis is

constructed in two sections as
shown in Fig. 1. The circuits which
amplify the transmitted signal and
actuate each of the eight functions
are located on a circuit board
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inside the metal enclosure. Additional relays and
the search board are mounted on the top of the
receiver enclosure.

The receiver circuit board contains a power sup-
ply, four amplifier stages, eight tuned circuits,
eight driver transistors and eight relays. The re-
ceiver microphone is identical to the one used in
the transmitter and is mounted in the front of the
cabinet and plugs into the receiver chassis. In short,
the receiver operates in the following manner:
Refer to the simplified schematic, Fig. 2.

1. Each pushbutton on the transmitter causes
a specific frequency to be radiated and picked up
by the receiver microphone. The signal then passes
through four stages of amplification.

2. The secondary winding of L201 couples the
signal to the input circuits of all relay driver tran-
sistors (Q205 through Q212). The tuned input cir-
cuits accept only the frequency to which they are
tuned and reject all others.

3. The signal is coupled through the tuned cir-
cuit to the associated relay driver transistor where
it "turns on" the emitter -base junction and causes
collector current to flow.

4. Collector current flows through the relay coil
which controls the relay contacts. The contacts
control application of 120vac to the controlled cir-
cuit.

UHF SEARCH TUNE CIRCUIT

To activate the UHF search tune circuit, the VHF
tuner must be in the UHF position. Only in this
position is the necessary voltage applied to the
circuit enabling the UHF search to continue after
the UHF select switch is released.

A UHF search tune sequence is begun by a
43.0kHz (UHF UP) or 41.5kHz (UHF DOWN) fre-
quency from the transmitter or by one of the front
panel UHF switches as shown in Fig. 3. Either
condition will cause RL207 for the up function,

or RL208 for the down function, to energize.
The UHF search tune function incorporates a

phase shift motor to permit the tuner to be rotat-
ed up or down. Reversing switches are used to
change the direction of motor rotation as the tun-
er reaches the end of the dial. The gear reduction
train provides a drive speed of two RPM.

The ac "holding" voltage for both the UHF and
VHF tuning motors is supplied through the nor-
mally -closed contacts of the search relay. The waf-
er switch is operated by the VHF tuner shaft. When
the VHF tuner is rotated to the UHF position the

Fig. 1 -The remote receiver is constructed in two sections;
one amplifies the transmitted signal and actuates each of the
eight functions, the other board contains a power supply, four
amplifier stages, eight tuned circuits, eight driver transistors
and eight relays.

Fig. 2-Simplified schematic of the Remote Control receiver.
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4 -STAGE
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S2024
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switch is opened to remove voltage from the VHF
motor. When the VHF tuner is in the UHF posi-
tion, a set of contacts on the UHF strip in the VHF
tuner supplies B+ voltage to the UHF tuner. This
UHF B+ voltage is also supplied to the base bias
circuit of the Latch Gate transistor, Q9, to "enable"
the UHF Latch Circuit.

The contacts on RL207 control the "UHF Up"
function by supplying voltage directly to the "up"
winding of the UHF motor and through the phase
shifting capacitor to the "down" winding. This
causes the motor to rotate in the "up" direction.

ne remote control transmitter, not mucn larger man ine palm
of your hand, will generate eight frequencies.

Fig. 3-The UHF Search Tune Circuit.
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The contacts on RL208 control the "UHF Down"
function by supplying voltage directly to the "down"
winding of the motor and through the phase shift-
ing capacitor to the "up" winding. This causes the
motor to rotate in the "down" direction. The volt-
age applied to the motor winding is also supplied
to the search board where it will energize the search
board power supply and cause relay K2 to ener-
gize, thus removing the ground from the base of
Q9.

The latching circuit energizes the motor and
power supply circuits until a UHF channel is
searched out or the VHF button is pressed. Perhaps
the best way to explain the circuit is to describe the
sequence of events which takes place when the
circuit is activated. Assume that a UHF Up func-
tion is selected and RL207 energizes.

The UHF motor, power supply and K2 are ener-
gized. The ground is removed at the base of Q9
by the opening of the contacts and the base is for-
ward biased by the voltage drop across R12. This
closes the emitter -collector circuit of Q9 (in either
direction of search).

The circuit will be held in operation by keep-
ing RL207 energized. This is accomplished by the
Up Latch transistor, Q6, and an Up Latch Driv-
er transistor, Q5. The collector voltage on Q211,
drops to near zero when RL207 is energized, while
the collector voltage at Q212 remains at 15v, the
receiver supply voltage. Resistors, R16 and R18
form a voltage divider which reverse biases Q7.
R13 and R14 divide the voltage in such a manner
that the base of Q5 is forward biased, closing the
emitter -collector circuit of Q5 and applying for-
ward bias to the base of Q6 through R15. The emit-
ter -collector circuit of Q6 is closed by the forward
bias at its base and a low impedance path is pro-
vided through the emitter -collector circuits of Q9
and Q6 which completes the circuit for RL207 thus
keeping it energized.

Assuming that the search operation is not in-
terrupted by a station signal during its upward
travel, the down reversing switch is closed by a
plastic arm driven by the UHF dial shaft when
the upper limit of travel is reached. Closure of this
switch energizes RL208 and reduces the collec-
tor voltage on Q212 to near zero. Equalizing the
potential across the latch circuit places zero bias
on Q5. This releases the latch by zero biasing Q6
and opens RL207. The collector voltage of Q211
returns to 15vdc. Voltage divider resistors R13
and R14 now reverse bias Q5, while R16 and R18
forward bias Q7. The collector voltage of Q7 for-
ward biases the base of Q8 and holds RL208 ener-
gized by presenting a low impedance path across
Q212 through the emitter -collector circuits of Q8
and Q9.

The direction of search can be reversed in the
manner described above by pressing either but-
ton of the opposite function during UHF search.
The remote transmitter is shown in illustration.
The latch circuit is disabled in the VHF positions
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by the removal of B+ from the UHF tuner.
When a tuning function is selected, the ac volt-

ages that appear across the tuning motor also ap-
pear across the power supply diodes: (See Fig.
4) D4 for VHF, and D1 and D3 in series with D2
for UHF. These diodes rectify the ac and cause
current to flow from ac common through K2 and
its series resistor, and R5 or R6. Because of the
voltage drops, C8 is charged to approximately
27v as referenced to ac common. Diode D2 is an
isolation diode for VHF operation to block the de-
veloped 27v at the junction of R5 and D2 from ap-
pearing at the base circuit of Q10.

The contacts on K2 perform functions in both
the energized and de -energized positions. In the
de -energized position, the contacts place a ground
on the base of Q9, the latch gate transistor in the
UHF latching circuit (refer to Fig. 3) to disable
the circuit. During a search tune cycle, K2 is ener-
gized and the contacts change state. In the ener-
gized state the ground is removed from the UHF
latch gate transistor and is transferred to both
the audio and the AGC circuits.

A ground is supplied to the junction of R714
and SR108 in the receiver to provide audio mut-
ing by lowering the de voltage to the audio IF am-
plifier screen. Ground is also supplied to the search
sensitivity potentiometer, R139, and provides a
means of adjusting the AGC voltage applied to
the receiver IF circuits during search time. This
allows the AGC voltage to be adjusted to prevent
the tuner stopping on signals too weak to present
a good picture.

The 27v also appears at the collector of Ql. The
circuit is now ready to allow the tuners to search
for a station and stop when a station is received.

The 27vdc is developed only while the receiv-
er is searching for a station. During VHF search,
diode D2 blocks bias voltage from the base of Q10,
the turn -on delay transistor to make it inactive.
Otherwise, the search circuitry functions the same
for both UHF and VHF search.

The presence of a station is indicated by the
arrival of the 45.75MHz IF picture carrier and com-
posite sync pulses. These two signals cause the
search relay, K1, to energize momentarily and
open the ac voltage to the tuning motor which stops
the search cycle. The de voltage is then removed
from the transistors until the VHF or UHF search
tuning function is started again.

The 45.75MHz picture IF signal is picked up
from the discriminator coil on the tuner AFT Board.
A one -turn link is soldered to the lid of the discrimi-
nator shield which is positioned around the coil.
The picture carrier is then coupled to a tank cir-
cuit, Ll on the search board. Diode, D6 rectifies
the signal which develops a positive potential on
C2. This potential forward biases Q1 and sets it
up for conduction as soon as a current path in its
emitter circuit is established.

Both Q1 and Q3 are in series with the search
relay coil and both transistors must be turned on

before the relay will be energized. Q1 is turned
on by the picture IF signal and Q3 is turned on
by the composite sync signal. The sync signal is
obtained from the output of the sync separator
stage and contains the 15,750 cycle horizontal blank-
ing and sync pulses. To prevent interaction be-
tween the circuit on the search board and the sync
circuits in the receiver chassis, the input circuit,
L2, is turned to the second harmonic of the hori-
zontal pulses. Because of the ringing action in the
tank circuit, the signal applied to the base of Q3
is a clean sine wave and Q1 can now conduct through
Q3. Q3 becomes forward biased on the positive
half -cycles. Capacitor C6 will provide a conduc-
tion path for Q1 during the time when the nega-
tive half cycles are present on the base of Q3 it
is cut-off. C6 will discharge through Q3 during
the time it conducts.

The sync pulses and picture IF signal are both
present when the receiver is tuned to a station.
Both Q1 and Q3 conduct and the search relay be-
comes energized. The relay contacts open and stop
the tuning motor. When the VHF motor stops,
the VHF hold switch will open to remove the path
for ac. AC is also removed from the de power sup-
ply diodes which removes the 27v supply from
K1 and K2 causing them to de -energize. When
K2 de -energizes, its contacts change state  and
ground out the UHF latch circuit thereby remov-
ing the holding circuit for the UHF motor. These
contacts also remove the ground from the audio
circuit and the remote sensitivity control.

During UHF search, de is developed by diodes
Dl and D3 in series with D2. The anode of D2 will
be approximately 27v positive with respect to ac
common. This voltage is applied to the base of the
turn -on delay transistor, Q10 which controls Q1.

The turn -on delay circuit for Ql, the 45.75MHz
amplifier, is incorporated on the search board to
allow the UHF oscillator time to pull free of the
AFT board's lock -in range. Without the delay cir-
cuit, pressing and releasing the UHF search but-
ton would cause the AFT board to correct the UHF
oscillator frequency and the search board would
lock back in on the same channel. Operation of
this circuit is as follows:

At the instant a UHF search cycle is initiated,
the positive 27v at D2 is applied to the base cir-
cuit of Q10 slowly charging C15 toward the posi-
tive supply through resistor R23 and the base -emit-
ter junction of Q10. The forward bias on Q10 causes
it to appear as a short circuit to any positive volt-
age that would attempt to appear on the base of
Ql, thus keeping Q1 cut-off and K1 de -energized.
After a time delay sufficient for the tuner to be
driven out of the AFT pull -in range, capacitor C15
will become charged and base current through
Q10 will drop to zero. Q10 will cut-off and remove
the short at Q1 base. Q1 is restored to normal opera-
tion and the search relay will energize when a sta-
tion signal is received.

continued on page 84
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Soldering Is an Art
by Donald W. Moffat

Many of us take the simple task of soldering for
granted when it is actually an often overlooked im-
portant phase of circuit repair and the cause of
many a 'cold -solder' joint

 One of the first rules we learned
in soldering was that "every
joint should be mechanically
as well as electrically secure."
Along with a few other guide-
lines, some habits were formed
and carried through the years.
The importance of proper sol-
dering techniques is even greater
today with the widespread use
of printed circuits.

NEVER USE ACID FLUX
Simply exposing metal to air

will cause oxides to form on the
surface and the heat of a solder-
ing iron hastens the process.
Since metal surfaces to be sol-
dered must be clean, flux is used.
It takes a strong flux to remove
surface oxides and many are
available, but we also have to
be sure the joint is protected
from further action once the
soldering is completed. The an-
swer is to use a flux whose strength
depends on heat-one which
is strong at soldering tempera-
tures and completely inactive
at room temperatures.

At ordinary room tempera-
tures, neither acid nor rosin fluxes
are active fluxing agents. Both
types remove oxides when heated
to soldering temperatures. So
far, both seem satisfactory, but
what happens after the connec-
tion is finished and a residue
is left?

Some fluxes leave a residue
of chlorides which are hygro-
scopic; they absorb moisture
from the air. These are the acid
fluxes. When they absorb mois-
ture, they become corrosive
and sometimes conductive, leav-
ing the equipment vulnerable
to progressive damage which

can continue for years. On the
other hand, when rosin flux cools,
it remains inactive.

This explanation shows that
the rule restricting the use of
acid solder is as valid today as
it was when we first learned
it. Let's examine another one
about flux.

REMOVING FLUX RESIDUE
We were told that removing

flux residue is the final step in
a good connection but the rea-
soning behind the rule was never
explained.

We said that rosin flux is com-
pletely inactive at normal tem-
peratures. Why, then, should
anyone even suggest remov-
ing it? Two reasons: not too many
years ago much less was known
about flux and it was considered
safer to remove residue than
to take a chance on unknown
after-effects. Today there is
no question about it -a high
quality rosin flux becomes inac-
tive after it cools and there is
no possibility of continued action.

The second reason for remov-
ing residue, is that military and
other specifications demand
residue removal to allow for
visual inspection. If residue re-
mains, it can hide a piece of for-
eign matter, rosin joint or similar
defect. However, do not con-
sider that brushing away the
residue is an alternate for the
use of high quality flux; elec-
tronic wiring must be chemi-
cally clean to ensure a good con-
nection.

If your soldering is controlled
by specifications, you must of
course, abide by the rules. But
if you work in a lab or service

shop where you are free to do
what the occasion demands,
you can now formulate your
own rule on this subject. During
soldering, when both solder
and flux are molten, flux floats
to the top where some boils away
and some spreads out to both
conducting and insulating sur-
faces. When the joint cools, any
flux which collects in a visible
quantity is usually found at the
point where solder fuses into
other metal. Now, unless speci-
fications require removal of resi-
due, you can decide for your-
self whether this step would
contribute anything. If you can
see every part of the soldering
(100% visual inspection should
always be a self-imposed require-
ment, even on the crudest bread-
board) leave the residue, but
if it hinders visual inspection,
remove it. Fortunately, rosin
flux cools extremely brittle and,
for your own inspection, just
a nudge from a soldering aid
is all that is needed to remove
the entire piece.

DON'T APPLY SOLDER BY
PICKING IT UP WITH THE
IRON

Sometimes you have to hold
the work with one hand, hold
the iron with the other hand,
and if you had one more hand
it would be easy to apply the
solder. In desperation, we some-
times melt some solder on the
tip of the iron and transfer it
to the work that way. By doing
this we violate a long-standing
rule, and here's why.

Tin -lead solders used in elec-
tronics require nearly 400° to
melt and it is recommended that
soldering be done about 100°
above the melting temperature.
Flux boils at this temperature.
A soldering iron which will bring
the work to 500° usually has
an open-air rating of at least
700°. Flux boils away rapidly
at this temperature.

Cored solder has been pre-
pared so that the cross-sectional
ratio of solder to flux is correct
for normal methods of application.
Therefore, when solder is trans-
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Soldering iron is apoliec to one side of :onnection, solder .to the other. A small amount
of soKier on the iror is used to 3 ffec". a more effic ent and faster heat transfer.

Sold sr connections on a TV flyback transformer show rounded solder buildup. Pointed
anc sharp points edges are eli-iinated to prevent corona arcing.

ferret' on the iron, not only does
most of the flux boil away, but
any which might remain has
been heated to beyond its opti-
mum temperature. High resis-
tance joints often result when
fluxing action is missing or incom-
plete.

DON'T APPLY SOLDER AND
IRON TOGETHER

We were also taught to hold
the iron to the work until the
entire joint reached soldering
temperature and then apply
solder to a point opposite to that
of the iron. There is a very good
reason for bringing the work
up to temperature before apply-
ing solder - solder forms a con-
nection by literally dissolving
copper (silver, gold or whatever
the conductors are made of)
and forming a new tin, lead,
copper alloy. Just as sugar will
dissolve better in hot tea than
in iced tea, copper dissolves
better in solder which is thor-
oughly heated. Hence the "cold
solder joint" occurs where sol-
der has not properly alloyed
with other parts of the connec-
tion.

Even though the reasoning
behind this rule is sound, many
technicians drift away from it
because they find it takes too
long for heat to reach the oppo-
site side of the material. Long
before solder starts to melt,
heat spreads along wires destroy-
ing fragile components, melt-
ing insulation, and worst of all,
forming oxides at the very place
where solder is supposed to alloy.
The reason it takes so long for
sufficient heat to reach the oppo-
site side is because a dry iron
makes poor thermal contact with
the relatively rough surface of the
connection. Therefore it seems
there are evils to either follow-
ing the rule or abandoning it.

The answer is to first violate
the rule, then follow it. If you
first apply the iron to the work
and almost immediately apply
a small amount of solder at the
same point, it will form a highly
efficient heat path into the work.
Then take the solder to the oppo-
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site side of the work and in no
time at all it will melt into the
joint. Although the whole pro-
cedure has been speeded up,
you are not soldering at a lower
temperature. The efficient heat
path has simply allowed the
proper temperature to be reached
much sooner.

An added benefit is that the
tiny amount of flux which was
melted along with the first appli-
cation of solder will vaporize
and pervade the connection while
heat is traveling through it. It
then cleans away oxides pre-
paring the way for proper alloy-
ing when solder flows in, whereas

no solder is applied until tem-
perature is reached, the build-
up of heat does just the oppo-
site -it forms oxides.

Using this more efficient meth-
od of heat transfer will allow
you to do away with the heavy
iron that used to be needed for
transferring heat across poor
thermal contacts. In addition,
research by soldering iron manu-
facturers has shown them how
to make better use of each watt.
It used to require between 60
and 75w for ordinary chassis
soldering. The general rule today
is .that 20 to 30w will supply all
the heat needed for most elec-
tronic work.

USE HIGH QUALITY SOLDER
While we are on the subject

of soldering temperature we
should consider solder quality.
Fig. 1 shows that a solder com-
posed of 63% tin and 37% lead
is the eutectic combination. That
means it passes directly from
solid to liquid and has a low melt-
ing point. At a ratio of 60-40,
the 11° plastic region is not annoy-

ing. but beyond that point the
plastic region becomes trouble-
some. When there is a plastic
region, the solder upon cooling
must first pass from liquid to
a plastic phase and then from
plastic to solid. Poor solder joints
often result because it is easy
to mistake plastic solder for
solid and the technician may
allow the wires to move.

Impurities in solder can extend
the plastic region making it even
more difficult to hold parts still
while the solder hardens.

Another objection to the use
of a solder alloy which is far from
the eutectic is the method in
which noneutectics cool. The
plastic region exists because
solder automatically forms into
the eutectic ratio for solidifying
at one temperature and the ex-
cess (either lead or tin as the case
may be) will solidify at a differ-
ent temperature. This selective
solidifying does not allow uni-
formly good joints.

A good rule to follow is to
use only quality 60-40 solder
with a rosin core.

SECURE SOLDER JOINTS
Solder has a very low tensile

strength and should be used
only to bond joints - not to form
connections. However, the day
of thoroughly wrapping every
wire connection has passed.
Now many specifications recom-
mend 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn and
expressly prohibit more than
one full turn of a wire.

No matter how conservative
the design, there is the possi-
bility that a part will have to
be changed someday. It is dur-
ing this repair procedure that
many a good component has
been ruined. Heat has to be ap-
plied a long time in order to undo
wires which have been thoroughly
wrapped. Damage caused by
this process frequently does
not result in failure until some
time after the equipment has
been put back into operation.

Many turns of wires on a lug
can act as a heat sink and require
up to three times as much heat
(as well as additional solder)
as the same number of wires

wrapped with less than a full
turn. After the iron is removed,
the heavy connection is loaded
with molten solder which has
now stored a considerable amount
of heat energy. Since "energy
can be neither created nor destroy-
ed," this heat must be dissipated.
Some of it radiates into the air,
but it finds an easier path along
wires and into fragile compon-
ents.

Therefore, quality control
groups now agree that wrap-
ping of wires at a connection
reduces reliability in two ways:

1. More heat must be applied to
the joint at the time of initial
soldering producing a situa-
tion where heat can con-
tinue to damage components
even after the iron has been
removed.

2. When a repair is necessary,
more heat must be applied
to melt the solder and the
repair takes longer.

SOLDER SHOULD FLOW
FREELY

Put a drop of ink on a sheet
of waxed paper
the drop all over. It never be-
comes attached to the paper. Even
if the drop of ink is allowed to
stand in one place until it evapo-
rates and a dark spot is formed,
the spot is easily wiped off. Oxida-
tion and foreign matter on metal
surfaces have much the same
effect on solder as wax does
on ink. If the solder forms in
beads, as the ink does on the
waxed paper, it is not alloying
properly with other metals at
the connection. When solder
is applied to clean, solderable
metals, it should spread out much
as a drop of ink spreads out on
a piece of blotting paper.

Freely flowing solder indi-
cates that fluxing action is tak-
ing place and sufficient heat
is being applied. If either one
of these items is missing, it is
impossible to have metal from
the connection alloy properly
with the solder.

REVIEW
Phis review of some of our

continued on page 82
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A prospective CCTV service -dealer should learn

all he can about the equipment and problems

related to his field before he ventures into it.

It boasts a rewarding and relatively untouched
market. It is the purpose of this article to provide
a better understanding of the applications, limita-
tions and service problems associated with CCTV

Selling CCTV
 Part one of this series (August
69) outlined many of the typical
systems applications. It also gave
the reader an idea of how schools,
for example, go about buying
CCTV equipment. There are
hundreds of CCTV applications
other than in education. Most
systems include more than just
a camera and a monitor. CCTV
systems are used in TV broad-
cast studios, sporting arenas,
concert halls, museums and many
of these also include the use of
a video tape recorder (VTR).

STUDIO SYSTEMS
At this point, we'll deal very

briefly with studio systems, as
there are many excellent books
on the market which cover tele-
vision studios in great depth.

Basically, a television studio
is composed of a video system,
an audio system, lighting facil-
ities, pulse forming and distri-
bution systems, and not much
more.

In CCTV studios, you'll find
simple systems using "industrial"
equipment and the more com-
plicated, "commercial" systems.

The video systems are com-
posed of the cameras, video -dis-
tribution amplifiers, video-switch-
ers and video -monitors. The cam-
era feeds distribution amplifiers
(DA) which, in turn, feed the many
loads, such as monitors, switch-
ers and video-tape recorders.
Transmitters, if used, would also
be fed from the video DA's. Dis-
tribution amplifiers are used
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Sony Model TCV-2110 Videocorder with receiver/monitor features automatic record-
ing levels for audio and video.

to provide for proper isolation
and termination of the sources
and loads.

The video-switchers are gen-
erally of the type which allow
for superimposing of sources,
direct switching and the use of
special effects.

Audio systems in CCTV studios
amount to a sound mixer -ampli-
fier, audio distribution amplifiers,
monitor amplifiers and speakers;
also, audio -tape recorders, mikes
and turntables.

Pulse -forming systems are
those which make up the synchron-
izing signals. A sync generator
is the heart of a studio video sys-
tem. Without sync pulses, clean
switching is not possible, nor
is special -effects work. (An ex-
ample of a "special -effect" in tele-
vision would be the "removal"
of the upper -left-hand corner
of the picture and "inserting"
some other picture.) A sync gen-
erator puts out the standard EIA
sync -pulse used by open -circuit
TV stations. The sync signal used
in industrial cameras is either
"randon-scan" or a "two -to -one"
interlace. (For additional data
on these terms, consult televi-
sion engineering books.)

Pulse -distribution systems are
those which feed the various
sync pulses to units needing them.
There are four sync pulses: blank-
ing, horizontal drive, vertical drive
and sync. This means that four
separate pulse DA's are needed
to handle them. Pulse systems
use the same 7511 impedance com-
mon to video systems.

Lighting systems in CCTV
are those needed to provide proper
scene illumination for a produc-
tion. The lights are of the type
commonly seen in most TV sta-
tions. The light units are large
and require special ac power con-
sideration. Individual lights are
controlled from a master console
which contains switches for each
and every light in the studio as
well as dimmer units which al-
low lights to be raised and low-
ered in intensity.

Cameras of the industrial var-
iety will operate quite nicely with-
out any more light than is nor-
mally found in most schools and
businesses. Studio lighting is
used with cameras which are
not this sensitive or where spe-
cial lighting will add to the value
of a program.

One thing that should be men-

tioned, is that the depth -of -field
of a camera decreases as the F-
stop is opened or as the F -ring
is moved nearer the lowest num-
ber. This means that with the
lens opened all the way, some-
thing more than a foot away from
the subject would be out of focus.
This explanation is really quite
oversimplified, but it should make
this matter of "depth" a little
more clear. This brings up an-
other reason for using extra light-
ing. To get the best average depth -
of -field, an F-stop near f-11 should
be used. This, then, means that
a light intensity of approximately
225 foot-candles will be needed
for most vidicon cameras. That's
a lot of light!

Cameras, such as the image -
orthicon camera, can get by with
less light, but these cameras are
in the $20,000 category, so we'll
ignore them. Another camera
uses the plumbicon tube. This
may well become as common in
CCTV as the vidicon. Another
pickup tube is the sensicon. We
mention these only to illustrate
that the vidicon isn't the only
type used in television cameras.

VIDEO-TAPE RECORDERS
Video-tape recorder (VTR)

formats, or configurations, are
many and varied. The smallest
of those currently available is
the 1/2in. (referring to tape width)
helical -scan, video-tape recorder.
There are 1/4in. units in various
stages of research and develop-
ment, but none have really hit
the current consumer market
as yet. Next in line, and the most
popular, is the lin. helical -scan
unit. These are to be found in all
states, and have become very
popular. There are a number
of manufacturers in this area.
Next is the 2in. helical -scan unit,
and this is followed by the 2in.,
transverse -scan recorder. The
transverse, or quadruplex units,
are found mostly in broadcast
television stations, although a
number of large CCTV installa-
tions use these expensive ($20,000
to $120,000) machines. We'll ig-
nore these commercial units in
this discussion.

In helical -scan machines, the
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video-tape is wrapped around
the head -drum, whereas in trans-
verse machines, the tape sim-
ply passes by the scanning head
or video head. Helical -scan ma-
chines have either one or two
video heads attached to the head -
drum, whereas transverse, or
quadruplex machines, have four
heads on the headwheel.

Since the 1/2- and the 1 -in. helical
machines are the most common,
we'll deal only with these. They
range in price from just under
$1000 to in excess of $15,000, de-
pending on the number of refine-
ments and accessories desired.
The higher priced helical machines
are used for recording and re-
producing color signals, as well
as signals usable for broadcast-
ing on an open -circuit basis. The
most common unit is that in the
$1000 range. This unit will do
an amazingly good job of record-
ing and reproducing. It does not
have as high a level of frequency
response, or ability to resolve
detail, as the more expensive
units, but the response is more
than adequate for handling most
jobs encountered in non -critical
areas of education and industry.

Another drawback common
to the smaller, less expensive
machines, is the lack of speed
in fast -forward and rewind modes.
It takes a few minutes to go from
one end of a full hour reel to the
other end. This is not too serious,
though. Brake tensions are not too
easily maintained in the cheaper
machines either. But once the
operators become familiar with
these limitations, there are no
problems to speak of.

The actual video-tape for these
machines comes in two distinct
types and two winds. The types
are helical orientation and trans-
verse. The particles of oxide are
laid on the tape to conform to the
direction of head travel. It's pos-
sible to use transverse oxide -ori-
entation tape on a helical machine,
and vice versa, but you'll note
an increase in noise due to improper
saturation of the oxide during
the record cycle. Always use the
proper tape.

Tapes are wound in two ways;
one has the oxide -side, or dull

Ampex Model VR7800 solid-state portable video-tape recorder featu-ing 1 in. helical
format.
Ampex Model 7100 video trainer system for Indus= ial or commercia appl cations in
plants, sdioc Is aid hospitals.
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side out, and the other has the
backing, or shiny side out. Once
again, be sure you're using the
proper wind. The oxide -side must
come in contact with the video
heads in order for recording to
take place. The same is true when
playing a tape. In some cases
where a video-tape recorder has
been brought in with the complaint
that it would not play or record,
the problem turned out to be tape
which was used and had not been
re -wound after the previous use.
The operator did not know about
the need for having the oxide
surface in contact with the heads
and didn't think to try another
reel of tape. This is a simple sort
of problem, but it can come up.

SERVICING VTRs
In helical recording, it's com-

mon to have but one video head on
the head drum. Should this sin-
gle head become dirty or clogged,
record and playback are not pos-
sible. Cleaning is achieved through
the use of a Q -tip saturated in
a solvent made for this purpose.
Tape surfaces should be cleaned
with solvent at least once a week,
or more often when the machine
is subjected to heavy use. The
Q -tip is brought in contact with
the video head only after the head
has come to a complete halt. Pass
the Q -tip past the head in an
up-and-down motion. Excessive
pressure on the head can cause
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A simplified video flow chart used in an education CCTV system.

A simplified diagram of audio distribution used in an education CCTV system.

it to come loose. Never scrub the
heads briskly, or allow metal
to come into contact with them.
Never use an abrasive on any
of the surfaces that see contact
with the video-tape. Video -re-
corders are precision units and
must be treated accordingly.

A clogged or dirty video head
will either produce no picture,
or a very grainy picture. Always
clean the heads before attempt-
ing more serious repair work.
Also, make sure the tape -path
is clean. Remember, oxide and
dirt will build up on surfaces that
come in contact with the video-
tape. Allow the solvent to evap-
orate before threading tape
on the machine. Some solvents
actually dissolve the oxide and
a tape could be damaged if a re-
sidue is left when the tape is put
on the machine. It takes but a
few seconds for solvents to evap-
orate completely.

It is too time-consuming to
interrupt playback to clean a
clogged tape head, but during
record, it's impossible to tell if
a head has become clogged. You
have to wait until playback to
determine the quality of the re-
cording.

Don't use alcohol or carbon
tetrachloride for cleaning video-
tape units.

Demagnetizing the metal sur-
faces of the video-tape transport
section is also vital. This should
be done on a weekly basis. Bring
the de-gausser or demagnetizer
within I/16in. of the metal sur-
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face (such as a guide -post), turn
the de-gausser on (making sure
the recorder is off), and slowly
withdraw it until you are about
lft away. Then turn the de-gausser
off and proceed to the next post,
head or guide. All surfaces that
come in contact with the tape
should be de-gaussed regularly.

Carbon brushes are commonly
used for getting the electrical
information to the rotating vi-
deo -heads during record. In the
play mode, these same brushes
take the information from the
heads and feed it to the preamps.
These brushes are carbon and
are subject to damage during
transportation, as well as sub-
ject to becoming inoperative
due to a buildup of dirt between
the brush and the commutator.
Since the head drum rotates
rather rapidly, some self-cleaning
takes place, but it also results
in brush wear. It's generally ne-
cessary to remove the electron-
ics assembly surrounding the
commutator post in order to gain
access to the brush holder. This
procedure must be done with
great care to avoid damaging
the head drum or the assembly
itself. Follow the manufactur-
er's instructions.

Spare brushes should be a stan-
dard item in your parts inven-
tory. A chipped brush is not some-
thing you should attempt to re-
pair; replacement is the only sat-
isfactory service procedure.

While checking and cleaning
the brushes, it's a good idea to

check the protrusion of the heads
or head at the same time, since
access to both the head and the
brushes is gained through the
same procedural route. Video
head protrusion is measured
with a micrometer which can
be obtained from the recorder
manufacturer. These cost any-
where from $50 to $150. There
are some plastic protrusion gauges
available which cost in the vicin-
ity of 50 cents, but they are not
the best devices for the precision
adjustment. Video heads pro-
trude from the edge of the head
drum in the order of .003 to .005in.
Once again, if in doubt, check
the spec sheet on your machine.
Contouring of the head after pole -
tip adjustment is necessary. This
is done by using a special contour-
ing tape which is more abrasive
than regular video-tape. Check
pole -tip readings after contour-
ing to be sure the protrusion is
still within specifications.

MAINTENANCE HINTS
Video heads for the small heli-

cal -scan recorders cost in the
neighborhood of $75 each. You
should maintain a stock which
includes at least one of each type
for the machines you service.
Don't replace a head unless you're
positive this is the cause of the
trouble. Many symptoms which
might look like head trouble are
actually caused by dirt.

Generally speaking, the users
of low-cost video-tape units know
little about the theory of video -

A simplified education CCTV R F distribution system.
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tape operation, and as a result,
are not able to be specific when
describing machine failures. This
means you will have to run a com-
plete check each time a unit comes
up for service. A standard test -
tape for each type of machine
in your service territory is a wise
investment. This tape is the first
thing used when a defective ma-
chine comes in. If the Standard
Tape (available through the manu-
facturer) plays back properly,
you're that much closer to the
isolation of the problem. The next
step is to make a recording of
both picture and sound. It's a
good idea to have a CCTV cam-
era in your service shop to allow
recording of pictures. Any high
impedance microphone will serve
as the source of sound. (Most of
the inexpensive recorders use
high impedance inputs as well
as outputs far sound.)

If, after these tests, you find
the machine plays and records
properly, you can then assume
the customer is doing something
wrong. (At least 30 percent of
the calls will be nothing more
than a case of operator failure.)
Improper threading of the re-
corder accounts for a large num-
ber of "failures." Most of the ma-
chines have a record interlock
that is included on the recorder
to prevent accidental erasure
of material. Customers often
forget to release the interlock
when they want to record and
will call saying that their machine
is defective. Be prepared to spend
time with the customer explain-
ing operation. Patience will be
one of your best tools.

A common complaint is in the
area of the buttons that actuate
the machine. These buttons ac-
tuate microswitches that, in turn,
operate relays and solenoids.
Occasionally, the microswitches
come loose in their mountings.
The cure is a simple mechanical
job. Sometimes the switch can-
not be tightened without first
removing some of the trim on
the machine. Pay attention to
the location of parts as you dis-
assemble the unit and you'll save
much time and energy when it
comes to reassembly.
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Most of today's portable re-
corders are carried about. Since
many of the connections are of
the press -on type, vibration may
shake them loose. Common-sense
analysis of the situation will
quickly lead you to the problem
area. This brings up the problem
of background in the video-tape
area. There are a number of good
schools in operation around the
country which offer one- and two-
week short courses in operation
and maintainance of CCTV gear.
Check with the manufacturers
of course availabilities and costs
($200 for a one -week servicing
course is not unusual).

It is important to learn all you
can about this medium. Time
and customers will be lost by the
shop that tries to "bluff" its way
into business. While a one -week
course won't make you an expert,
it'll go a long way toward getting
you started in the business.

Earlier in this article we men-
tioned video distribution sys-
tems. There are other ways of
getting the signal from the source
to the load. RF (radio -frequency)
distribution of one of them. This
means modulating a carrier with
video and another carrier with
audio information, combining
the two, and sending them out,
via cable-in this case, to the re-
ceivers. We will not go into great
detail since there are many ex-
cellent books on MATV (Master
Antenna Television), CATV (Com-
munity Antenna Television) and
CCTV distribution via RF modu-
lators and amplifiers. Check with
your local electronics wholesaler
regarding pertinent books.

A relatively new creature in the
distribution area is the 2500MHz
system. This is a method used
when it becomes necessary to
send signals to a number of build-
ings in your area, but which are
not connected by tunnels or con-
duits. The 2500MHz systems
boil down to RF transmitters
and receivers which use carrier
frequencies in the 2500MHz re-
gion. This system does require
FCC (Federal Communications
Commission) approval before
installation. The rules and re-
gulations are available through

the government printing office
in Washington, D.C. One other
thing: once you've sent the sig-
nal from one building to another
via 2500MHz transmitters and
receivers, you still have to dis-
bribute the signal within the build-
ing by means of video -audio or
RF.

It would be advisable to thor-
oughly familiarize yourself with
these matters. They're all rela-
tively new, and they'll be with
us for some time. Now's as good
a time as any to get up to date.

Servicing video-tape record-
ers and cameras is as simple or
difficult as you wish to make it.
Proper training and a well-
equipped shop will make money
for the enterprising man.

Two tools that are a must in
a shop which intends doing work
with CCTV gear are a dual -trace
scope and a reliable transistor
analyzer. A thorough understand-
ing of solid-state devices is man-
datory. Tube -technology won't
suffice.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
Finally comes the matter of

parts stock. Keep a represen-
tative supply of transistors and
diodes as well as one spare video-

head for each different recorder
type. Audio and control -track
heads seldom fail so there's no
need to stock these. (Regional
parts stocks can generally sup-
ply emergency orders within
48 hours, so you have little need
to stock motors, housings, etc.,
either.) Universal transistor types
are available which will cover
many varying types of tran-
sistors making it unnecessary to
carry a large supply of tran-
sistors. Carry those which are
quite specialized; they may sit
on the shelf awhile, but they aren't
that expensive.

In summary, make certain
that you are not short on savvy.
Spend all the time you need to
get ready for the break into the
CCTV field. It's better to get in
late than to fall on your face be-
cause you were in a rush. It's hard
to get back customers that have
had a bad first experience with
you. 
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Stereo Servicing With A Scope

A wealth of audio frequency performance char-
acteristics can be obtained from each waveform
when employing the square -wave generator and
scope combination, a technique more accurate
than the ear

 A split -beam or dual -trace
triggered oscilloscope can be
used to good advantage for iso-
lating troubles in stereo ampli-
fiers and FM multiplex circuit-
ry. Some technicians think of
a complex, expensive instru-
ment when you mention a trig-
gered scope. A triggered scope
is actually easier to use than
most service scopes and a versa-
tile instrument for stereo cir-
cuit troubleshooting.

In the future, and even now,
much of your solid-state elec-
tronic troubleshooting will re-
quire an oscilloscope of this cali-
ber. Most triggered scopes are
now in a price range that most
service shops can afford. The
oscilloscope is an instrument
with many applications for use
in industrial electronics, color

SQUARE-WAVE
GENERATOR

R INPUT

TV -stereo troubleshooting and
the electronics educational train-
ing fields.

OSCILLOSCOPE SETUP
After the scope has been warmed

up for 15 minutes, adjust the
control knobs on the front pan-
el of the scope until a steady,
sharp trace is observed. Then
apply probe tips to the proper
test points of the chassis under
test and make sure all equipment
is properly grounded. The low -
capacitance probe (LC) should
be used. In some cases, if your
scope does not have enough am-
plification, the direct probe may
be used. Now you're ready to
observe the waveforms and after
some actual experience, prop-
erly interpret the waveforms.
You will be able to determine

DUAL-TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPE

PROBE A

L INPUT

PROBE B

RIGHT CHANNEL

LEFT CHANNEL

Fig. 1 -The test set-up using the dual trace scope and square wave generator with
probes connected to the right and left channel of the stereo amplifier.

if the waveform has the proper
or improper characteristic pat-
tern shapes and P -P voltage am-
plitudes. When put to proper use,
each waveform viewed on your
oscilloscope can provide a wealth
of diagnostic information.

DUAL -TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
TESTING

The basic technique for check-
ing stereo amplifiers is that of
comparing the good channel
with the defective one. This
method will enable you to quick-
ly isolate a defective stage or
component in a solid-state ste-
reo amplifier or an FM multiplex
system, and many of these same
tests can be applied to tube type
amplifiers.

Before the scope is used, some
initial checks should be made
on the defective unit for prob-
lems such as excessive current
drain, overheating of transis-
tors, burnt resistors, cracked
or broken circuit board and cold
solder joints. Once these pre-
liminary checks are made, con-
nect the unit to the test setup
using a split -beam triggered
scope and a sine -square wave
generator is shown in Fig. 1. A
square -wave signal fed into an
amplifier will display a number
of audio -frequency performance
characteristics.

Feed a square -wave signal
into the left and right amplifi-
er input channels. The A and
B probes of the dual -trace scope
are connected on the same but
opposite channel test points
of the stereo amplifiers left and
right circuits. The square -wave
patterns are then displayed on
the scope to compare the prop-
erly working amplifier with the
defective one. Both channel wave -
shapes can be superimposed
to detect even the very slight-
est distortion or loss of gain.

When observing the square -
wave test signal on the scope,
do not expect to find a perfect
square -wave from even a prop-
erly operating stereo amplifi-
er. Design and quality of the
amplifier under test will have
to be taken into consideration.
Check the service date speci-
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Fig. 7-The top waveforms illustrate the
effect on the waveform display when the
tone control is in the treble position for
a brilliant response. The bottom wave-
form shows what happens to the scope
display when adjusted for bass.

SQUARE WAVE
GENERATOR

PROBE A

PROBE B

INPUT
SQUARE
WAVE

Fig. 8-A test set-up for isolating an in-
termittent or distorted amplifier stage.

volume fluctuates, glance at
the scope and note any wave -
trace changes. If no change in
the pattern is observed, move
the probes to different stages.
This system will help you iso-
late the defective stage very
quickly. The technique of em-
ploying a dual -trace scope and
square -wave generator can sim-
plify those tough dog intermit-
tent stereo amplifier problems.
Part two of this feature will cov-
er much more in the practical
application of this generator -
scope technique using several
popular amplifier circuits as exam-
ples. Watch for it in the April
issue. 

TEST LAB REPORT

LEADER
Model LCG-388

Color Bar
Pattern

Generator
The LCG-388 color bar generator

exhibits good pattern stability even
under sub -zero conditions

. for more details circle 900 on Reader Service Card

 summo i 
111111111111111111ill 

Leader Model LCG-388 Color Ear Pat-
tern Generator.

 We have finally found some-
thing worthwhile about the frig-
id winter temperatures of the
North Country. They give us
a wonderful opportunity to check
electronic test equipment for
stability under adverse condi-
tions.

For example, we recently
left the new LEADER LCG-388
color bar pattern generator out
in 20 below zero cold for over
three hours, and it came through
the test with flying colors. The
control knobs were covered with
frost and so cold they were hard
to handle. But when we connec-
ted the 3000 feed line to the
antenna input terminals of the
TV receiver and turned on the
generator, an extremely stable
rainbow pattern appeared. And
the stability and clarity remained
through all of the other patterns.
We allowed almost no warm-
up time for the test even though
the generator was as cold as
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Fig. 1 -A block diagram of the new color bar generator.

TEST LAB REPORT.. . a block of ice. This feature should
please technicians who make
house calls in the cold, winter-
time climates of some states.

The immediate stability of
the signals for the patterns is
achieved in this new unit by
full utilization of flip-flop and
logic circuitry. In our tests, we
found there was no need for
temperature compensation in
the frequency dividers nor the
tedious preliminary checking
and adjusting usually required
with some other color bar gen-
erators. A regulated power sup-
ply is also incorporated to elimi-
nate the effects of changes in
line voltage.

The large number of patterns
available, 15 in all, is another
welcome feature of this new
generator. Selection of the de-
sired pattern is a simple mat-
ter of aligning the two panel

switches to the display desired.
In addition to the keyed, three -
bar and gated rainbows, the
single patterns centered on the
raster such as the dot, cross-
bar, vertical and horizontal line
are available. The bars, cross-
hatches and dots are equally
spaced for maximum performance.

A block diagram of the pat-
tern signal generation is shown
in Fig. 1. The reference frequen-
cy for the pulse signals is pro-
duced by a 378kHz crystal oscil-
lator. The output is then fed
to a series of countdown circuits,
or frequency dividers, where
the pulses to be used are formed.
The countdown circuits are made
up of flip-flops consisting of two
transistors, two or three diodes
and associated resistors and
capacitors. The output pulses
are synthesized in AND or NOR
logic gates depending on the
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Fig. 2-A top view of the generator with circuit boards removed and placed compo-
nent side up.

pattern desired. A total of 15
flip-flops and 14 logic circuits
are assembled on a single PC
board of the plug-in type which
should make any necessary ser-
vicing a relatively simple mat-
ter.

The conventional offset car-
rier type oscillator is employed
for the color signals with an ad-
justable amplitude. Modulation is
performed directly at the VHF
oscillator output by means of
a grounded base transistor.

A video signal output with
adjustable polarity, - to +, is
available for the in -circuit test-
ing of receiver circuits, and a
trigger signal output can be
used for synchronizing the scope
when tracing the pattern sig-
nals.

The LCG-388 also features
three switches and leads for
cutting out the red, blue and

green guns of the CRT. Each
lead is equipped with a 100kii
fixed resistor in series to per-
mit easy adjustments of the
convergence and white balance
in the receiver.

Two of the most appealing
features of the new LCG-388,
outside of pattern stability, is
the size. The LCG-388 is about
the same size and weight of an
average VTVM.

SPECIFICATIONS
OUTPUT SIGNALS: RF out-

put channels are 5 (77.25MHz)
and 6(83.25MHz) within ± 0.5%.
RF output is: 10mV approx.
on open circuit; impedance is
300 ohms, balanced. Video sig-
nal output has polarity of +
or -; amplitude is continuous-
ly adjustable. Output of video

Fig. 3-A top view of the generator with
top circuit board removed and showing
copper side up.

signal is -3 to +3 volts P -P ap-
prox. on open circuit; impedance
is approx. 150 to 350 ohms at
100kHz. Trigger signal output
on the horizontal has pulse width
of 10 microseconds and ampli-
tude of -10 volts. Vertical has
pulse width of 190 microseconds
and amplitude of -10 volts.

PATTERNS: Color bars pro-
duced include: Gated rainbow;
R -Y, B -Y and - (R -Y); and rain-
bow. Level adjustable from 0
to 100% of the sync signal. Dots
include: fine, 15 x 21; coarse,
7 x 11, with single crossbar in-
tersecting at center of raster.
Vertical lines include: fine, 21;
coarse, 11; single, at center.
Horizontal lines include: fine,
15; coarse, 7, and single at cen-
ter.

SIZE & WEIGHT: 4-1/8in. high
x 7-3/4in. wide x 7-3/4in. deep;
4.3 lbs. in weight. 
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`Turned On' Sales

"If we put a TV on the floor and
turn it on, it sells almost immed-
iately," according to Gary Canada.
He and his partner, Don Lott, are
the owners of Hazelwood Televi-
sion, a service and sales shop in
suburban St. Louis. The three-
year -old shop is planning to move
late this year to a facility three
times as large as their present
shop, so their operating ideas must
be good ones. They have a rela-
tively small salesroom but with
proper use of the space they man-
age to display 30 consoles and
18 portable TV sets with an en-
tire rear wall devoted to radios.

Hazelwood TV's biggest dis-
play attraction is a side wall with
TV sets two rows high, and all
turned on. The floor row holds
six sets while the chain suspended
shelf above it holds five.

"Having these sets in operation
really sells them ," Lott declares.
"This technique has been proven
in specialty TV sales shops and
department stores and yet, very
few TV service/sales shops bother
to use it. Many of our customers
when buying a set specify that
they want the very same one that
they have been watching on the
floor."

Another customer -winning pro-
gram at Hazelwood TV is a com-
plete customer satisfaction po-
licy. "We guarantee the picture
and the set," Canada explains.
"We graciously replace the set
if the customer doesn't like the
picture, or even give him an-
other brand if he doesn't like
the one he purchases. If neces-
sary, we will completely refund
his money. While no one yet
has asked for a refund, we did
have one customer who wasn't
satisfied until we had delivered
four sets and two different
brands."

Because of this liberal customer -
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Wall space is at a premium in Hazelwood TV's present quarters,
but every inch is used to the best advantage.

Don Lott believes in an active display. The background shows
chain -suspended, carpeted shelf with operating color sets.

Gary Canada makes two-way communications pay off with ef-
fective control of service trucks.



If you doubt the effect of sales through
demonstration, here's one dealer's way of proving
that turned -on TV display sets sell

satisfaction policy, Hazelwood
TV has a strict inspection rou-
tine before releasing a set for
delivery. Each set sold is turned
on and operated in the shop for
several hours to make sure that
any obvious bugs are detected
beforehand.

"One Saturday, we rejected
four sets which were to be deliv-
ered that day," Canada states.
"Our suppliers are accustomed to
hearing complaints from us, but
they are usually cooperative since
our sales continue to increase."

Hazelwood TV normally de-
livers a set within 24 hours after
it is purchased. Policy is to always
have at least one in the warehouse
to back up every one on the floor.

Antennas are a big item at this
suburban St. Louis shop. Three
popular models are displayed on
the ceiling and each contains all
the parts necessary for install-
ation. Hazelwood TV encourages
a do-it-yourself installation. Their
charge for a normal installation
on a one-story house is $40 and
only a small percentage of anten-
nas are sold on a do-it-yourself
basis.

SERVICE MOST IMPORTANT
Even though service does a

smaller dollar business than sales,
it still is regarded as the most
important by the partners, who
worked as servicemen at the
same shop for six years before
opening their own three years
ago. Both of them sometimes
work until midnight in order to
keep up with repair orders, most
of which are completed within
two days-almost virtually un-
heard of in the busy St. Louis
area.

"If our repairs start stacking up,
we just quit taking calls," Canada
says. "But of course we always take
care of merchandise we sell to our

own customers as soon as possible.
House calls are $7.95 for black

and white and $9.95 for color.
Carry -ins are priced according
to the job, which is always given
a rough estimate before repair.
An exact estimate involves more
time and costs the customer $4.95.

All repair jobs get a thorough
cleaning, including the outside
of set-particularly portables,
which often require a brisk rubb-
ing with ammonia water to re-
move the traces of young jelly -
encrusted hands. Minor things
such as broken or loose knobs
are fixed free of charge.

Hazelwood TV operates three
service trucks, all radio dispatched.
Two are used for delivery and
repair while the third is outfitted
just for antenna installation. The
$700 investment for radio dis-
patching is money well spent,
the partners concede, because
it helps routing and prevents
doubling back. Also, the driver
can radio in for a part and it is
ready the next morning. Hazel-
wood TV gets three replacement
parts deliveries a day, one each
from its three suppliers.

GOODWILL SELLS
"Many of our customers are

young factory workers -quite
a few with some engineering know-
how," Canada explains.

To cater to the do-it-yourselfer,
Hazelwood TV has a tube tester
on the sales floor just inside the
entrance. "This makes our cus-
tomer feel free to bring in his tubes
for testing and also frees us from
having to do it for them," Canada
says. "However, we will help
anyone. Often a customer comes
in, tells us what the trouble is
and asks us to prescribe a tube
or part without having examined
the set. Whenever we can, we
do so gladly."

The sales floor is separated
from the shop at the rear by a
wall. To allow either of the part-
ners to work in the shop at the
rear and still keep an eye on the
sales floor, there is a closed cir-
cuit television system focused
on the sales floor.

For their new, larger shop,
the partners plan a more elab-
orate closed circuit TV installa-
tion, which they will equip to auto-
matically pan the sales floor area.

Other merchandising innova-
tions at Hazelwood TV include
keeping a color set in the window
which is turned on at dusk and
off at midnight. Its speaker can
be heard outside the store, and
for any popular program there
often is a crowd outside. In fair
weather, it's almost like a small
drive-in movie. People buy an
ice-cream cone at the dairy next
door and sit in their cars or stand
on the sidewalk to watch color TV.

Hazelwood prices its sets com-
petitively, but doesn't "throw
in" accessories such as an antenna.
"Even though antennas are sold
and never given away, 70 per-
cent of our TV sales result in an
antenna sale, too, "Canada reports.

There's no price haggling at
Hazelwood TV. The first price
quoted is the bottom price and
it's the same to everyone.

The combination of a fair price,
guaranteed satisfaction and two-
day expert service is just too good
to pass up for many customers-
they become unpaid salesmen
for Hazelwood TV. "It's surpris-
ing how many customers go out
of their way to put in a plug for
us," Canada comments. "When
we sell a set on any block, chances
are we will sell at least two or
three others on that same block
within the year. That kind of cus-
tomer goodwill is the name of
the game." 
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GREATEST TV Schematic Bargain EVER Offered

NOW -Complete TV Schematics for less than V each
COLOR TV BLACK & WHITE
Covers ALL Coverage for
Color Sets 23 U.S. Brands
1960 - 1968 1965 - 1968

TV TECH/MATICS-
8 Giant Volumes

Cover 99% of Color TV -4 Years B&W!
Here are FABULOUS savings on
nationally -known TV schematic and
service data. Here is everything
you need to fill your vital service
data needs for TV model years 1965
through 1968 . . . plus COLOR TV
coverage from 1960 through 1968!
What it amounts to is a low, low
cost of less than $7.50 per year for
your TV service data . . . with an
extra 5 years of Color TV coverage
thrown in for good measure!

SERVICE DATA FOR MORE
THAN 20 BRANDS
TV TECH, MATICS is the ideal Ser-
vice Data package for today's mod-
ern technician. It includes com-
plete schematic diagrams and vital
servicing data for every TV receiv-
er produced by more than 20 lead-
ing American Manufacturers for
1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968. All dia-
grams and servicing details are
completely authentic, based on in-
formation provided by the original
equipment manufacturers. Each
year's coverage is permanently
bound into two convenient -to -use
volumes which open flat to 11" x
291/2", ready to provide you with in-
stant service data at your work-
bench. Some of the diagrams are
as large as 58" x 22".

EASY TO USE
TV TECH/MATICS is easy to use.
Brand names are arranged alpha-
betically by model year. No more
hunting through several file draw-
ers to find the schematic you need!
And at the special low price, think
of the savings you will enjoy on
your schematic needs . . . think of
the time you'll save by having the
schematics you need right at your
fingertips in handy, permanently -
bound form!
TV TECH /MATICS is the ideal way
to cut down your schematic expen-
ses, and to enjoy the convenience
of having all your data needs right
at your fingertips.

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
You receive 8 BIG volumes in all,
two for each year from 1965

8 BIG Volumes

Regular Price $79.60
... NOW YOURS

for only $29.95
through 1968. Included is a clearly
detailed and annotated TV sche-
matic diagram for each specific
model. You also get complete re-
placement parts lists, alignment in-
structions, tube and component lo-
cation diagrams, plus key wave-
forms and voltage readings . . . all
the information you need to service
over 90% of the TV receivers you'll
encounter!
Compare that with the over $100 a
year you may now be paying for
comparable information.

STREAMLINED AND CONVENIENT
All the information for a given mod-
el is contained on two facing
sheets. The special bound -leaf for-
mat allows pages to lie flat when
open. Each volume is organized al-
phabetically by manufacturer, then
numerically by model number. In
addition, a handy Chassis/Model
Finder is bound into each volume.
Regular list price for each year's
coverage -2 BIG volumes - is
$19.90. All 8 volumes normally sell
for $79.60. Your price is ONLY
$29.95 ...a savings of nearly $59.00!

r

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
You MUST be satisfied that TV
TECH MATICS is the greatest bar-
gain in TV Schematics ever offered.
Order at our risk for FREE 10 -day
examination. Prove to yourself they
are worth many times the price.
You can return them in 10 days for
full refund or cancellation of in-
voice. No need to send money. But,
the supply is limited, so fill-in and
mail the NO -RISK coupon today to
obtain these time -saving, money-
making manuals.

-CONTENTS-
CONTENTS 1965 MODELS

Covers all 1965 models for: Admiral, Airline,
Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes, Dumont, Elec.
trohome, Emerson, Firestone, General Electric,
Magnavox, Motorola, Muntz, Olympic, Packard -
Bell, Philco, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone,
Setchell-Carlson, Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-
house, and Zenith . . plus all color sets 1960-
1965, at no extra cost!
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1966 MODELS
Covers all 1966 color and B & W models of: Ad-
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Phil -
co, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setchell-Carl-
son, Sonora, Sylvania, Truetone, Westinghouse,
and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1967 MODELS
Covers all 1967 color and B & W models of: Ad-
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell,
Ph ilco-Ford, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setch-
ell-Carlson, Truetone, Westinghouse, and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE . $19.90

CONTENTS 1968 MODELS
Covers all 1968 color and B & W models for: Ad-
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis -Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Phil -
co -Ford, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setchell-
Carlson, Sonora, Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-
house, and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

LARGE PAGES contain complete circuit schematics, replacement parts lists, alignment instructions
critical part locations, important waveforms and voltage readings.

-ffIr1111-10-rEADITIZTIErrilla trITTVC
TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
[1 I enclose $29.95 for which please send me your complete 8 -Volume

postage prepaid.
[11 Please invoice me for $29.95 plus postage. Same return privileges.

Tech/Matics Schematic offer

Name

Company

Address

City State Zip
(Paid orders shipped prepaid. Pa. resident add 6% Sales Tax. Outside USA 10% extra.)

ET37

1
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How to
spend less time

selling Timi.im.4617;
more

batteries

RCA's new "Tower of Power" merchandiser does
almost everything for you but make change. It holds
over 10 dozen batteries-in just 10 inches of counter
space!

Its gravity -feed means automatic stock rotation. It
rotates at the touch of a finger (great for impulse
sales). It tells your salesmen what they need to know
-battery data and prices. And it has individual chan-
nels for each of the popular sizes, 9 -Volt, "D", "C",
and "AA" cells.

Another great feature. If you're concerned about
pilferage, the "Tower of Power" can be set up so only

your sales clerks can remove the batteries!
Designed to display any or all of the top 10 types

that cover 9 -out -of -10 customer needs...Zinc Car-
bon, Alkaline, or Mercury.

Think round, think today. Get the "Tower of Power"
and you'll sell more batteries without even trying.
Contact your RCA Battery Distributor for complete
details or write RCA Electronic Components, Com-
mercial Engineering, Section c2O5N, Harrison, N. J.

07029.
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When we introduced
the 'Original wedge"
antenna in '67, we
told you there'd
be plenty more
to come.
We've come up with a lot of exciting new products
since we introduced the first Winegard antenna.
But we've never seen a product capture the imagi-
nation of dealers and consumers as completely as
Color Wedge has. Or as quickly.

You see, we knew there had never been an antenna as
different as our Color Wedge series of Super Colortron
antennas.

And not just different. Dramatically different. In design,
in performance and in construction. And since the differ-
ences can be dramatically shown, Color Wedge has
arrived. Big!

Dealers are discovering that a demonstration of Color
Wedge is all the selling that's needed. But if they want
to talk about Color Wedge, there's plenty to talk about.

© Copyright 1970

Well,
Color Wedge has
not only come.
It has arrived!

 A unique wedge design that provides an
increased signal capture area in a much shorter
and compact antenna.  A revolutionary built-in
ferrite impedance stabilizer that increases gain
10%, with an automatic match.  The utilization
of booms as both supporting members and phas-

ing lines.  New truss construction that has given new
meaning to the word "rugged." And, of course, they can
talk about all the now famous Super Colortron features,
including the built-in cartridge housing with its solid
state preamplifiers.

The way it looks now, it will be a long time before
anybody creates an antenna series that can compare
with Color Wedge. And that's something to talk about,
too. If you're a Winegard dealer.

Winegard Company  3019-11 Kirkwood Street  Burlington, Iowa 52601

00 A,.

//.

A complete line of 8 models.
Shown: CW-96
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DEALER SHOWCASE

continued .1 rom page 34

tern, any one of the microphones fits
more than one kind of cassette recorder
. . . up to three different types of in-
put. All four microphones (impedance:

microphone

200(1, 500f1, 50K) lecture highly ad-
vanced design in appearance and con-
struction. List prices range between
$6 and $7. Mura.

SOLDERING TIP 710
Will span leads on
a dual in -line pack

An accessory tip for desoldering
and removal of dual inline flat packs
from PC boards is introduced. The
style DIT-1 tip assembly is a low cost
accessory for use with the company's
Models W-TCP-L and W-TCP solder-
ing station and complements a pre-
viously introduced style FPT-1 tip
for removal of flat packs. The tip is

wide enough to span all fourteen leads
of a dual in -line pack simultaneously.
Conversion of a soldering station from
standard soldering capability to de -
soldering and back again takes only
moments. The basic soldering station
is a controlled output unit, possible
component and board damage is greatly
minimized. Available as an accessory
or with a complete soldering station.
Weller.

Introducing
the world's only $339

triggered scope.

Before you say you don't
need a triggered scope,
look what's happening to
TV servicing: tubes are
out, transistors and IC's
are in.

With tubes you could
play hit-or-miss, knowing
the tube would take the
overload. Try the same
thing now, and good-bye
transistors.

For new -era circuitry,
Leader introduces a new -
era troubleshooter. A
triggered scope, just like
the ones 'he TV designers
use.

e e fl

1.1110.41101 cmciu-oietitea - 

Now the wave shape is
locked in and continuously
displayed. Now you can
look at a waveform con-
taining high and low
frequency components.
Now you can determine
voltage directly and
instantly.

Before you say $339 is a
lot of bread, look what it
buys: Leader's LBO -501
5 -inch triggered scope,
with a bandwidth of DC to
10MHz and a solid state
package.

Going like hotcakes at
your Leader distributor.

Seeing is believing.
LEADER INSTRUMENTS

:31 //th ; Island City, Y 11101, (212) 729-7411
. . . for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card

NorelcoVideolapeRecorder
 High picture quality.
 One inch helical scan.
 Direct coupling connections.
 Plug-in video head.

AT A PEW
LOW PRICE OF $585
This video tape recorder is a precision engineered
unit des gned for professional, commercial and home
use. It has many outstanding features such as the
anique nductive coupling between the rotating rec-
ord- playback head and the rest of the system.
ELECTRONIC SPECS

Camera (video) Input: EIA, random interlace, in-
dustrial (30 cycle frame rate) sync: BNC recepta-
cle, 75 Ohm 1 V., positive.
TV Rec Si`: (IF) input pix carrier 45.75 mC, 5;
Sounc carrier, 41.25 Mc s., 20 Mv (100% mod).
BNC receptacle, 75 Ohm.
Video Output: BNC 75 Ohm, IV. for 100% mod.
VHF Output: 300 Ohms.
Choice of three channels: 2, 3 or 4.
Uninterrupted recording can be made in excess of
1 hour duration on 9" reel. (st. 8" reel allows up
to 4C min. play time).
Mike Input: Phone -jack; sens, 1 Mv, int. res, 1K
Ohm
Phono Input; Phone -jack; sens 200 Mv., int res.

Audit500Oh mOutput: Phono-jack, output, 1V., source res.
2FOreKit.Oh m

Range: 120-12,000 Cps. (6 db)
Distortion: 5%
Signal to Noise Ratio: 50db
Signal to Hum Ratio: 40 db

This VTR is based on the helical scan principle and will accept any composite video signal (ran-
dom, 2:1 or EIA) fed from a single coaxial cable. A TV camera, off -the -air tuner, tape duplicator
and nonoscope generator are all acceptable inputs. These units are brand new, complete with head.
and instruction manual in original factory cartons. 0- iginal list price was in excess of $3000. Lim-
ited quantity-shipped by truck or REA, transportation charges collect check with order only. $585.
net. Stock #29,503. For additional information order Free Flyer 97012.

THE DENSON ELECTRONICS CORP.
PO Sox 85, Longview St. 203/875-5198
Rockville, Conn. 06066

. . . for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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JF1:3®
HOME

ENTERTAINMENT
PROGRAM CENTERS
El Provide up to 4 TV sets with different programs-
from 1 antenna.

Beautifully packaged in full -color carry -home display

carton .
r Distribution amplifier powerful enough to drive up
to 8 sets-with additional splitters.
Whether you install it yourself or sell it over-the-
counter, the unique JFD Home Entertainment Program
Center Kit gets you in on the ground floor of a lucra-
tive new untapped market -20 million households with
two or more sets that can use a distribution system!

MAKE EVERY HOME AN ENTERTAINMENT CENTER!
See your distributor or write today for more information

JFD
JFD ELECTRONICS CORP.

SUBSIDIARY OF RIKER-MAXSON CORP.
15th AVE. AT 62nd ST., BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11219

JFD INTERNATIONAL
2200 SHAMES DRIVE, WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590

JFD CANADA LTD., ONTARIO, CANADA
JFD DE VENEZUELA, S.A., AVENIDA LOS HATICOS 125-97

MARACAIBO, VENEZUELA
1969 JFD

. . . for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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Ete COLORFAX

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis C-1-Brightness Elimination

Channels on which the picture tube raster is to be blanked
may be programmed for brightness elimination without
removing the cabinet back as follows:

Remove the screw from
VIDEO OUT the plastic cover plate on

the cabinet back and swing
the plate to one side, ex-
posing the access hole.
Turn the channel selector
until the desired channel
number can be seen through
the hole, which affords
a partial view of the num-
bered program wheel.
Insert a long -bladed screw-
driver through the hole
and into the slot of the

TO-I-I40V plastic program button
SOURCE nearest the selected chan-

nel number. When not in position for programming, the
buttons normally lie lengthwise, forming a circle, with their
round ends pointing clockwise. To place a button in the pro-
grammed position, turn it a quarter -turn counterclockwise
until it detents with the rounded end pointing straight out
from the wheel center.

V7B
SUBCARRIER

AMP

r - - luicRoswiTcH
 ,ACTUATED BY

i 'RASTER BLANK-
! IING WHEEL ON
L. _JVHF TUNER

RCA VICTOR
Solid -State Blocking Oscillator-Circuit Description

Although the operation of a transistorized blocking oscil-
lator is similar in most respects to the operation of the vac-
uum -tube counterpart, an examination of the solid-state cir-
cuit is warranted. Shown in the illustration is the basic circuit.

OUTPUT WAVE SHAPE

OUTPUT

CONDUCTION
POINT

BASE VOLTAGE
WAVE SHAPE

Assume that B+has just been applied. The transistor
is slightly forward biased by the large resistance between
the base and B+, allowing it to conduct, causing a voltage
drop across the primary of T1 (collector transformer). This
drop is transformed to a positive -going voltage in the sec-
ondary which drives the transistor base further positive.



COMPARE Sweep -Marker Generators vs. Cost
TV
IF

Sweep

Crystal-
Controlled

IF
Markers

Signal
Atten-
uation

Chrome
Band-
Pass

Sweep

Chrome-
Sweep-

Modulated
Video

Carriers

Crystal-
Controlled

Chrome
Markers

VHF
Channel
Sweep

&
Markers

FM IF
Sweep

&
Markers

Adjust-
able
Bias

Suppl es

Post-
Marker

Injection

Zero
Reference

Base
Line

All
Cables

&
Probes

Price

Heathkit
IG-57A ./ ,/

Calibrated
Steps

1-70d8

RF
&
IF

N/ 4& 10 $135* Kit
$199. Wired

Brand /
X,

/
Variable IF X/ 4 & 10/ X./ $399.95

Brand
X

4-Pos.
Switch

/V IF X/ 4.5,
10.13

/
1/ -/ 'X/ $395.00

The New Heathkit IG-57A Costs Up To $265 Less
Yet Has The Features To Do Every Color Alignment Job That Needs Doing

AT T ENV AT OR

Compare The Features. The comparison chart above (prepared from the
manufacturer's operation manuals) shows all three major sweep -marker
generators to be quite similar. This similarity speaks for itself ... they
can all do the job. The question is ... how much are you willing to spend ?
Compare The Price. The Heathkit IG-57A in factory assembled and tested
form costs only about half of the other two sweep -marker generators... in
easy -to -build kit form the IG-57A is substantially less than half the price
of others. You don't have to spend more to get precision color alignment
capability.
Compare The Value. Heathkit test gear has been the choice of servicemen,
technicians and engineers world wide for over 23 years. The reason is
value - that skillful blend of low cost, needed features, top performance
and quality engineering.
Compare The New 1G -57A For Features, Price & Value. Order yours
now and keep up to $265 in your pocket.

NEW
FREE 1910 CATALOG!
Now with more kits, more color.
Fully describes these along with
over 300 kits for stereo/hi-fi,
color TV, electronic organs, gui-
tar amplifiers. amateur radio,
marine, educational, CB, home
& hobby. Mail coupon or write
Heath Company. Benton Harbor,
Michigan 49022.

Kit IG-57A, 14 lbs $135.00*
Assembled IGW-57A, 11 lbs $199.00*
IG-57A SPECIFICATIONS - Marie. frequencies: 100 kHz. Marker f ies, crystal -
controlled: 3.08, 3.58, 4.08, and 4.50 MHz ..01q. 10.7, 39.75, 41.25, 42.17, 42.50, 42.75,
45.00, 45.75, 47.25, 67.25 and 193.25 MHz ..005'7,. Modulation fr 400 Hz. Input
impedance: External Marker/Sweep, and Attenuator - 75 ohms. Trace in - 220 k ohms.
Output impedance: Marker Output, Sweep Output, and Attenuator - 75 ohms. Scope Vert.
- 1 k ohms Bias Voltage: Two individually adjustable supplies; Positive or negative polarity.
Type of Marker: Birdie. Controls: Bias controls; Marker/Trace - dual concentric; Sweep
Width/Sweep Center - dual conceritric; Marker Out - concentric with Sweep Range switch;
and Phase. Switches: Rocker type - separate switch for each of the above listed frequencies;
Blanking, On/Off; Trace Reverse; Modulation On/Off. Sweep frequency ranges and output
voltage: LO Band - 2.5 TO 5.5 MHz .1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 10.7
MHz on harmonics. IF Band - 38 to 49 MHz .1 dB, at 0.5 volts RMS (min.) fundamentals. RF
band - 64 to 72 MHz .1 dB at 0 5 volts RMS (min.) fundamentals and 192 to 198 MHz on
harmonics. Attenuator: Total of 70 dB of attenuation in seven steps - 1 dB, 3 dB, 6 dB, 10 dB,
10 dB, 20 dB and 20 dB. Power requirements: 120 volts, 60 Hr AC at 45 worts

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-3
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Enclosed is $ plus shipping.

Please send model (s)
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.  Please send Credit Application.

Name

Address

City State Zip
°Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.
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Only Admiral
gives you
the Super-Brite
color
picture tube
with built-in
customer
satisfaction.

The exclusive
Admiral
3-year warranty.

Now Admiral offers all new Super -Brice color picture tubes
with the exclusive Admiral 3 -year warranty. This industry
exclusive provides your customers with maximum satis-
faction.

Every Admiral Super-Brite color picture tube has
Admiral -engineered thermal compensation for unexcelled
color purity and the newest phosphors that give your cus-
tomers clear, bright, sharp color pictures.

Here's another Admiral exclusive: In model 25SP22
(25AP22), our engineers have developed a vacuum de-
posited thin -metallic film on the inside of the envelope to
assure trouble -free operation and longer life.

Admiral Super-Brite service color picture tubes aren't
rebuilts. They're 100% brand new. From Admiral, pro-
ducers of more rectangular color picture tube sizes than
anybody in the world-the only one with the 3 -year pro-
tection you asked for.

Admi
0:=> Mark of Quality

Admiral Corporation warrants this picture tube to be free from defectsin material or workmanship for 3 years after date of sale to the consumer.
Admiral's obligation is limited to supplying a suitable replacement picturetube. This warranty is effective if the picture tube is registered with
Admiral within 10 days after date of sale to the consumer.

. . . for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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The base current is substantial during this time, charging
Cl. When current saturation (collector) is reached, the mag-
netic field in Tl can't increase and the secondary voltage
falls towards zero. This allows capacitor Cl to begin dis-
charging through resistor RI to B+, causing the transis-
tor base to be driven negative. This cuts off collector cur-
rent, allowing the collector voltage to return to B+poten-
tial and also driving the base to its maximum negative volt-
age.

The charging path for Cl has very little resistance but
the discharge path through RI has high resistance. There-
fore, the transistor is biased below cutoff for an apprecia-
ble length of time which depends on the RC time constant
of Rl and Cl. When enough of the charge on Cl has leaked
off to allow the transistor base to resume conduction, the
entire process is repeated.

Several modifications of the basic circuit normally are
made to improve overall performance. A typical horizon-
tal blocking oscillator circuit incorporating these changes
is shown in the schematic. In the basic circuit, there are

REGULATED
B+

HOLD
CONTROL

HOLD
LIMIT

AFC
VOLTAGE

OUTPUT '111

PULSE
WIDTH

SINE
WAVE

Cl

I

Q.,901

CURVE
MODIFIED
BY SINE -
WAVE COIL

BASIC
VOLTAGE
CURVE

but two windings in the transformer, and the output is tak-
en from the collector. A third secondary winding is often
used to provide the output, particularly if a positive pulse
is required.

The output of a blocking oscillator characteristically has
rapid rise time, a spiked crest and an equally rapid decay.
Sharp rise time is normally desirable, but it is usually nec-
essary for the output pulse to have a flat top. This may be
accomplished by inserting a suitable delay network between
the pulse transformer and the transistor base. By using
a resonant circuit, Cl may be made part of the delay cir-
cuit. By choosing the correct resonant frequency, the rise
time of the output remains short, but the negative -going
signal fed back to the base is delayed until the resonant
circuit has completed about one-half cycle. As a result the
device remains in saturation for the desired period thus
producing a flat-topped output.

The base waveform shows that between pulses the base
voltage rises along an expotential curve. Since the amount

continued on page 74
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BSR AUTO TURNTABLES
A beautiful model

promotionally priced

for every purpose.

All precision crafted

in Great Britain by the

world's largest maker

of automatic turntables.

Ci9
BSR

BSR (USA) LTD. BLAUVELT, N.Y. 10913

BSR 5500T BSR 4100
Another BSR winner for
compact systems.
Beautifully styled, quality
made. Includes cartridge
and base.

$3995*

BSR Minichanger
A total turntable ready to
plug in and play. Bookshelf
width. Ideal for compact
equipment. Includes
cartridge, base and
dust cover.

$39"*

BSR McDonald
300T

An audiophile turntable yet
volume priced. Includes
Shure Hi -Track M75 type

magnetic cartridge
and base.

$44"*

Designed for promotion
priced systems or

replacement. Includes
cartridge (less base).

'2995*

Suggested retail prices.
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Electronics Reference Databook

This new book is much
more than a simple col-
lection of tables, formu-
las, graphs, equations,
etc. In addition to the
abundance of helpful in-
formation given, it pro-
vides specific guidance
in the use of data. Nu-
merous problems asso-
ciated with every level
of interest-from elec-
tronics theory (formu-
las, laws) to measure-
ments, tests, and circuit

design work-are covered. In so doing, the au-
thor explains how to use the data (from this or
other volumes) for purposes other than those
listed. Covers Electronics Theory, Use of J Op-
erator, Exponential and Other Tables. Attenua-
tors and Equalizers, Filter Design. Practical
Component Design and Application, Tube and
Semiconductor Circuit Design and Operation.
and Transmission Lines. 224 pps., over 100
illus., plus 45 tables. Hardbound.
List Price 57.95 Order No. 488

Installing & Servicing
Home Audio Systems

Wen' I Servionq

HOME

AUDIO SY,

At last, a long -needed
UP-TO-DATE guide-
book on home audio
systems -- your "pass-
port" to the lucrative
field of audio equipment
servicing, including
sales and installation.
Included in the compre-
hensive content are
technical descriptions of
the latest audio and hi-
fi equipment, accompa-
nied in each case by ser-
vicing data. The author

describes all the various types of units, illus-
trates the typical circuits used, then tells how
to look for troubles. You'll receive scores of
practical "tips," plus troubleshooting shortcuts.
After an introduction to audio, and a discussion
of teat instruments needed, the author gets into
AM and FM tuners( including stereo -multiplex),
preamps and amplifiers, tape recorders and
players, mobile radios and tape players, and
automatic record players. 256 pps., over 150
illus., 12 Chapters. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 505

RCA Color TV Service Manual

A brand-new full size
manual, covering 23
RCA Color chassis. In-
cludes complete sche-
matic diagrams for 12
chassis, from the CTC-
12 to the CTC40 all -
transistor model. Here
in one compact, handy
manual is everything
you need to quickly and
competently repair any
RCA color set-from
the CTC12 to the 1969
all -transistor CTC 40.

Encompasses both general and specific trouble-
shooting data applicable to all RCA chassis.
The text delves into each section (Video, chro-
me, vertical, horizontal, etc.), and points out
specific problems as well as general servicing
procedures. Troubleshooting tips on each chas-
sis, including circuit changes and factory mod-
ifications, are covered. While this material is
related directly to RCA sets, much of it is ap-
plicable to other sets patterned after RCA de-
signs. 176 pps., 81/4 x 11, plus 36 -page sche-
matic foldout section. Over 175 illus.
List Price 57.95 Order No. 496

On The Color TV Service Bench

A handy benchmate for
practicing color TV
technicians and B & W
experts who want to
break into color TV
servicing. This new
practical volume de-
scribes causes and cures
for both the usual ev-
eryday color TV trou-
bles. as well as those
tough dogs you run into
once in a blue moon.
Here are commonsense
service bench approach-

es for solving all sorts of color TV troubleshoot-
ing problems, many of them adapted from well -
established B & W techniques. Definitely not a
textbook, the content explains how to tackle
specific problems in a logical, professional way.
Moreover, the author clearly explains how the
operation of each circuit is affected by specific
faulty components. 192 pps. 14 Chapters. Hard-
bound.

List Price 57.95 Order No. 489

How To Fix Transistor Radios &
Printed Circuits

Ston
TRANSISTOR

RADIOS &

Printed

Circuits
1411S11 SI:11E1E141

).10

Here it is! Just off the
press-a completely up-
dated, revised edition of
Leonard Lane's best-
selling classic on tran-
sistor radio repair. In
addition to extensive
enrichment of the first
edition, the author
brings FETs, zener di-
odes, FM radios - in
fact, everything related
to the current state of
the art-into the pie-
ture. Here's the perfect

reference and guide for electronic technicians
who need to understand and repair semicon-
ductor circuits efficiently. For those interested
in transistor physics, fundamentals are em-
phasized in the first two chapters. The real
"meat" begins in Chapter 3 which will thor-
oughly familiarize you with amplifier funda-
mentals, basic circuit configurations, biasing.
FETs, JFETs, and IGFETs. The next two
chapters will acquaint you with RF and IF
amplifiers. 256 pos., over 150 illus., 12 Chapters.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 504

Electronic Hobbyist's IC Project
Handbook

F91111 13f3

r1.1r1j9
PROJECTS HANDBOOK

Here's your chance to
become familiar with
those fascinating com-
ponents-integrated cir-
cuits - and have fun
building some useful de-
vices at the same time.
In all, this new book
describes 60 different
projects, all based on
using popular IC's
which are inexpensive
and available at all
parts stores. Some of
the devices - such as

the 1 -watt phono amp and IC power supply-
can be built in an evening. More sophisticated
projects-like the electronic organ or the
RDIAA equalization preamp-offer a greater
challenge. You can build practical devices like
the tachometer with bulb alert, or the 50 -watt
amplifier, or some "just for fun" gadgets like
the simple memory tester or the miniature
adding machine. 160 pages, 50 projects, 100

illus.
List Price 56.95

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

New Third Edition -A
brand-new, enlarged
edition of the ever pop-
ular circuit designer's
"cookbook," now con-
taining over 600 proven
circuits, for all types of
functions, selected from
thousands on the basis
of originality and prac-
tical application. Now
you can have, at your
fingertips, this careful-
ly -planned reference
source of tried and

tested circuits. Selected from thousands sub-
mitted by distinguished engineers, these
"thought -starters" are a collection of original
circuits selected on the basis of their useful-
ness. This detailed compilation of practical de-
sign data is the answer to the need for an or-
ganized gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can easily
serve as stepping stones to almost any kind
of circuit you might want to build. 384 pps.,
19 big sections. over 600 illus., 81/2" x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

Working with Semiconductors

151811aNDUCTORS

\ BRAND-NEW work-
ing guidebook to semi-
conductor circuit oper-
ation of value to tech-
nicians and others who
work with solid-state
equipment. The won-
derful aspect of this
book is that you can
really develop a thor-
ough understanding of
semiconductors - and
actually enjoy doing
it ! In striking contrast
to the usual textbook

approach, this up-to-the-minute volume avoids
dry, theoretical mathematical explanation-it
tells you simply how and why things work ...
backed up by large, clear expository illustra-
tions. More advanced circuits covered are:
transistor oscillators, multivibrators. Eccles -
Jordan and Schmitt trigger circuits, crystal -
controlled generators, counters, power supplies,
high -frequency circuits, field-effect transistors,
unijunction transistors, tunnel diodes, SCRs.
etc. 224 pps., over 185 illus., 15 Chapters.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 501

RYIIIILIilalln

Order No. 464

Transistor Circuit Guidebook

Regardless of your
niche in the world of
electronics, you'll find
this collection of tran-
sistor and solid-state
circuits of value. Sec-
tion titles read like an
electronic circuit
"Who's Who": tuners
and receivers - ampli-
fiers -- test devices -
power - controlling
- light - controlling -
transmitter - audio --
special receiver - auto-

motive computer - TV circuits, and many,
many others. Within each section is a wide va-
riety of circuits touching virtually every point
of interest. Each circuit is accompanied by a
description of how it works, pointing out un-
usual features and applications. Technicians
who acquire a familiarity with these circuits
will be far better equipped to cope with present
and future equipment troubles. 13 big sections.
104 circuits in all, 224 pps. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 470

TRANSISTOR
CIRCUIT

GUIDER0,
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An - Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

ANYlrillii)111

OF

UNIQUE I I Yiwirc) fin! only it!
BOOKS

Iht
with T

(Combined List Price $33.85) eachMembership

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members .. . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering -you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $33.85) for only 990 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.

4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.

5. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act
promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days

and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Sayings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Color TV Trouble Factbook
List Price $6.95; Club Price $2.95

How to Build a Working Digital
Computer

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Small Appliance Repair Guide

Lust Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Solid State Circuit Design & Operation

List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
101 TY Troubles

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Zenith Color TY Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Servicing Electronic Organs

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Digital Computer Analysis

List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
How To Test Almost Everything Electronic

List Price $5.65; Club Price $3.95
How to Use Your YOU, VTVM & Scope

List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95
Radio Operator's Q & A Manual

List Price $8.95; Club Price $7.50
Motorola Color TV Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
tape Recording For Fun & Profit

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electric Motor Test & Repair

List Price $6.95; Club Price $2.95
E lements of Tape Recorder Circuits

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Industrial Electronics Made Easy

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Audio Systems Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
E lectronic Test & Measurement Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Digital Computer Theory

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Installing Hi-Fi Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pinpoint TY Troubles in 10 Minutes

List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95
Easy Way To Service Radios

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Mathematics for Electronics

List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
Transistor Projects

List Price $5.95; Club Price $2.95
E lectronic Musical Instruments

List Price $10.00; Club Price $7.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!
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DUAL TRACE
TYPE D54 - $550

 FULLY SOLID STATE

 10 mV/cm DEFLECTION
FACTOR

 10 MHz BANDWIDTH

 TRIGGERED SWEEP

NEW
OSCILLOSCOPES

FROM

TELEQUIPMENT

AC, DC, BATTERY POWERED
SINGLE TRACE

TYPE S54U - $685

The 54 Series represents a new standard of perform-
ance for low priced oscilloscopes. The use of field
effect transistors in the input stages means that the
trace is stable . . . even at a deflection factor of 10
mV/cm. The ability to trigger at TV field or line rate,
coupled with magnified sweep speeds to 40 nano-
seconds per centimeter, permits high resolution anal-
ysis of video signals. Want to look at the 3.58 MHz
color subcarrier? You can do it with any of the 54
Series.

The Dual -Trace Type D54 lets you look at two signals
simultaneously, a real help in aligning FM Stereo
equipment.

TELEQUIPMENT <0>

You can take the battery powered Type S54U any-
place. It offers you the convenience of being able
to service equipment, like 2 -Way radios, right in their
own environment.

For even greater economy and comparable perform-
ance, select the Type S54A.

Telequipment products are backed by a one year
warranty, parts support and 26 Tektronix service cen-
ters; marketed through 57 Tektronix Field Offices.

For more information call your local Tektronix Field
Engineer or write Tektronix, Inc., P. 0. Box 500,
Beaverton, Oregon 97005.

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon

a subsidiary of Tektronix, Inc.
. for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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Every minute is longer up there.
You can save as many as 20 or 30

of those long minutes when you put up
one of our larger antennas, because
they're pre -assembled. Our snap -joints
take only seconds to lock in place.

Sylvania antennas are equipped with
a double boom (for strength and ri-
gidity).

All have strong, seamless, half -inch
tubular elements (not rolled -over
strips of aluminum) .

All aluminum parts are gold-alo-

dized inside and out (not sprayed, but
dipped).

Even more care goes into the elec-
tronics.

We've peaked our antennas for flat
response over the entire 6 MHz band-
width of each TV channel. Flat re-
sponse is absolutely necessary for good
color reception. Otherwise. color ren-
dition may be lost.

You also need high gain-that's ob-
vious. But coupled with high directiv-
ity to knock out interference. Polar

patterns from our antennas show al-
most complete rejection of signals from
the rear and sides.

We designed our antennas so you
wouldn't have to (1) climb back up
there or (2) fiddle around up there.

We know that the fiddler on the roof
is just fiddling his own money away.
For more information on our line of
antennas see your Sylvania distributor.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

Here's where we
can save you time.



IF YOU SELL

OR SERVICE

TV SETS

BY
HITACHI

COLUMBIA
SHARP

MIDLAND
DELMONICO

SANYO
HAYAKAWA

... YOU CAN NOW BUY THE
SAME HITACHI REPLACEMENT

RECEIVING TUBES AND

CRT'S THAT WERE SELECTED

BY THESE MANUFACTURERS

AS THE FINEST ORIGINAL

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE!

International Importers
assures IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY of America's

most complete inventory
of high quality, high
performance HITACHI
receiving tubes and picture
tubes for black and white
and color TV, Hi-Fi and

communication equipment.

Contact us for the name
of your nearest distributor

INTERNATIONAL IMPORTERS, INC.
2244 South Western Avenue  Chicago, Illinois 60608

Telephone: (312) 847-6363

COLORFAX

Continued from page 66

of rise per unit of time is relatively small at the time when
the base is approaching its conduction point, minute var-
iations in bias voltage, stray fields etc. may cause slight
shifts in frequency called pulse jitter. This may be elimi-
nated by modifying the base voltage so that it rises rapid-
ly into conduction. A parallel resonant circuit tuned slight-
ly above the oscillator frequency may be connected between
base and ground to change the base -voltage waveshape
to make the frequency more stable.

The frequency of a blocking oscillator may be controlled
(within limits? by varying the voltage supplied to the bi-
as resistor. By making this voltage more positive, the base
returns to the forward -bias point more quickly and frequen-
cy is increased. If it is made less positive, the frequency will
decrease. In a horizontal -oscillator application, the correcting
voltage, which is derived from the horizontal AFC system, is
added to the base bias voltage to achieve automatic frequency
control of the oscillator.

The hold control and hold -limit control shown in illustra-
tion allows the oscillator to be adjusted to the correct fre-
quency by changing the RC time constant of the base circuit.
Once this frequency is set near 15,750Hz, the control voltage
from the AFC circuit will hold the oscillator in synchronism
with the horizontal sync pulses.

PHILCO-FORD
Color TV Chassis 200788/20QT90-Excessive Tuner Torque

and Ratchet Type Noise When Changing Channels

Because of the physical arrangement of the tuner drive
assembly used in the 20QT88 and 20QT90 chassis, it became
necessary to add additional shipping protection to the drive
train assembly to prevent the gears from disengaging during
shipments to the field.

The addition of neoprene pads between the channel drum
bracket and the VHF and UHF idler shafts, plus beaded
wire dress ties between the VHF and UHF drive gears and
idler shafts.

In the event of field complaints of tight channel changing
or ratchet type noise, the neoprene pads and beaded ties
should be removed.

Chassis 20QT88 and 20QT90 is used in the following Models:

C7260TWA C7280TWA
C7260TWA-1 C7280TWA-1
C7261TMA C7292TPC
C7261TMA-1 C7292TPC-1

C9350TWA
C9351TMA
C9352TPC
C9360TWA

MOVING ?
Send Change of

Address to:

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/DEALER

Harbrace Building

Duluth, Minn. 55802

... tot more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the num-
bers on Reader Service Card. Requests
will be handled promptly.

FM SIGNAL GENERATOR
Metered modulation 7 1 1

in three ranges

An FM Signal Generator designed
specifically for laboratory use and
production line testing of sensitive
and distortion -free high fidelity FM
receivers is introduced. Combining all
the features of the Model 88, the Model
188 comes in a restyled package
with all controls located and marked
for ease of operation. Two -speed tun-

ing control and electronic incremen-
tal tuning provide exceptionally fast
and accurate receiver alignment. In-
ternal and external modulation may
he measured in three ranges with-
out need for an external voltmeter.
It may also he used with existing multi-
plex modulators. All solid-state pow-
er supply provides regulated plate,
heater, and low -distortion audio volt-
ages. The unit features double shielding,
50f) source impedance at low VSWR
and wide deviation with low distor-
tion. Measurements.

COUNTER/TIMER 712
1MHz crystal oscillator is used for
internal frequency reference

The model 101B 50MHz counter/
timer features dual inputs for time
interval measurement, display storage,

full five -digit readout and BCD. This
newest addition to the company's cata-
log of 100/500 Series of half -rack instru-

Clip
the
coupons!
Present one or more to your participating RCA Test Equipment
Distributor for big discounts on these four instruments during
RCA's big Spring Coupon Carnival. (Only one coupon will be
accepted per instrument.) Do it today Offer good only between
February 15th and April 30th, 1970.

me so EN sio in mu mu im-am

$7.50
Toward Purchase
of RCA WT -501A
Transistor Tester

Toward Purchase
of RCA WT -509A
Picture Tube Tester

Mr. Distributor, please refer to RCA I Mr. Distributor, please refer to RCA I
1970 Carnival announcement. Void i 1970 Carnival announcement. Void
whey: prohibited, taxed, or restricted.  1 where prohibited, taxed, or restricted.
Cash value 1/20d. Offer expires 111 1115 Cash value 1 /20d. Offer expiresI April 30, 1970. 01 I April 30, 1970.

NM NI Ell 1111 NI NI Ell IN NI IM NI ill NI El NI In In NI III NI I
Ell IN MI Ell MI OM Ell 1111 In INN MI MS Ell Ell ME Ell al al al

I oTrnacrAd Purchase 111

,

I

i Senior VoltOhmyst

1 1Tom.:I ;I
I -=n. i II

Mr. Distributor, please refer to RCA I Mr. Distributor, please refer to RCA I
1970 Carnival announcement. Void  1970 Carnival announcement. Void

111 where prohibited, taxed, or restricted. l 111 where prohibited, taxed, or restricted. III

0 Cash value 1/204. Offer expires 1 Ill Cash value 1/204. Offer expiresI April 30, 1970. III I April 30, 1970.

11.1 NI Ell Ell NI NI IN of MI El IN I IIN ill IIII VIII NO Ell MO III IIII III Ill

Look to RCA for instruments to test/measure/view/monitor/generate

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.. J. 07029

Toward Purchase I
of RCA WR-99A
Crystal Calibrated 
Marker Generator I

MARCH 1970
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Now the
Chromacolor revolution

comes to
replacement tubes too!

Now you can install Zenith's patented Chromacolor
picture tube that outcolors, outbrightens, outcontrasts and outdetails

every other 23" diag. color picture tube.

With a full 2-year warranty!
After years of pioneering research
and development, Zenith has per-
fected a color TV picture tube differ-
ent than any other on the market. So
revolutionary that it outcolors, out -
brightens, outcontrasts and outde-
tails every other 23" diag. color tube.
And it's a Zenith exclusive-covered
by U.S. Patent No. 3,146,368.

Before Chromacolor, every giant -
screen color picture was made up of
tiny dots on a gray background.

But Zenith made the dots smaller,
surrounded them with jet black and,
for the first time, fully illuminated
every dot. Result: the brightest,
sharpest picture tube in giant -screen
color TV.

The Zenith Chromacolor tube will
readily replace the 23" diag. tube it
almost any TV, whatever brand. And,
unlike most replacement tubes, it's
warranted for two full years.

Magnified drawing of Magnified drawing of
ordinary color TV screen Zenith Chromacolor
before Chromacolor TV screen

744,--11!M

C11111 c MAC

Order the Zenith Chromacolor pic-
ture tube from your Zenith distributor
for your next installation. And put
your customer in a better light.

At Zenith, the quality goes in before
the name goes on."

TWO-YEAR WARRANTY
Zenith Radio Corporation warrants
the replacement CHROMACOLOR
picture tube to be free from defects
in material arising from normal us-
age for two years from date of orig-
inal consumer purchase. Warranty
covers replacement or repair of pic-
ture tube, through any authorized
Zenith dealer; transportation, labor
and service charges are the obliga-
tion of the owner.

Simulated TV picture

ONLY ZENITH HAS IT
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NEW PRODUCTS

mentation is completely compatible
with TTL-designed data handling equip-
ment. The 100/500 Series has been
designed specifically to meet the need
for moderately priced high perfor-
mance measurement instrumenta-
tion. Specifications: Count -1 to 105;
Frequency-5Hz to 50MHz; Period
-10psec to 106 sec; resolution range
from 1psec to lOsec.; Multiple -Period
Average - Range is 1psec to 0.lsec with
1psec resolution. Number of periods
averaged, 1 to 105 in decade steps;
Ratio - Measures the ratio of events
at input A to a selectable fraction of
the events at input B. The fraction
is selectable in decade steps from 1
to 10 by the Multiplier switch. Input
A: 5Hz to 50MHz. Input B: 5Hz to
1MHz; Time Interval - lOsec to 106sec;
resolution from 1psec to 10 sec; Time
A -B - (Starts counting scaled clock
pulses when signal at A reaches trig-
ger level) Range, lOpsec to 106sec;
Test - 1MHz. Price $7.95. Monsanto.

RADIO -FREQUENCY 713
VOLTMETER
Without amplification no power
supply is needed

Introduced is the Model 500 Radio -
Frequency Voltmeter covering the fre-
quency range from 20kHz to 500MHz
with a voltage range from 200pv to
15v RMS. From 20kHz to 100MHz,
measurements are claimed to be accu-
rate to three percent of full scale. From
100 to 200MHz, accuracy is five per-

cent, and iront 200 to 500:1111/. 'till-
ages are read from a calibration curve,
and relative measurements in dB can be
taken directly. Sensitivity is reduced
approximately three db at 500MHz,
with a source impedance of 50a The
unit is especially useful for production -
line checking, troubleshooting, servic-

Now it costs less
to own the best

oscilloscope
you gem,.

The New RCA WO -505A Solic-State Oscilloscope

"Inexpensive Oualtty

fOptional Distributor
Resale Price

The best you need is the new 5 -inch RCA WO -505A, all
solid-state oscilloscope. It makes yesterday's general-
purpose 'scopes look old-fashioned.

At just $298.50t the WO -505A offers an unmatched list of
features usually found only in more expensive, laboratory
type instruments. For example there's the all solid-state
circuitry ... an illuminated graph screen calibrated directly
in volts, and a deep -lip bezel for exceptional clarity. The
regulated power supply minimizes trace bounce and pro-
vides excellent stability. And the camera mounting studs
offer still more evidence of the functional value built into
the new WO -505A.

But you've got to see this new RCA 'scope in operation-
see the sharp, clean trace it provides-to appreciate it.
Some statistics:
 High -frequency response, usable to 8 MHz.
 High Sensitivity (.05 V p -p range).
 DC vertical amplifier; DC/AC input.
 Return trace blanking ... Trace polarity reversal switch ...

Phase control.
 High -frequency horizontal sweep; solid lock -in on 5 MHz.
 Preset TV "V" and "H" frequencies for instant lock -in.
 Built-in square -wave signal for calibrating P -P voltage

measurements.
 Provision for connection to vertical deflection plates of

CRT.
Some statistics! For complete details, contact your
RCA Distributor.

RCA I Electronic Components I Harrison, N. J. 07029

MARCH 1970
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NEW PRODUCTS

ing, maintenance and other applications
where portability and low cost are sig-
nificant. Ability of the unit to provide
these functions is inherent in the spe-
cial probe construction. Having a bifur-
cated design, the probes exhibit low
capacitance, permitting the technician,
using one hand, to pick up the RF volt-
age and its associated and adjacent
ground point simultaneously. This
minimizes errors arising from probe -
lead inductance. High Frequency En-
gineering.

VIDEO RECORDER 714
View an entire recorded
surveillance day in forty-eight
minutes

Announced is a surveillance video
recorder, making it possible to view
an entire recorded surveillance day
in 48 minutes. Under the system, a
standard one -hour roll of video tape
is able to record pictures for 30 hours.
The unit employs a modified Sony
Videocorder and a camera taking one
picture every second. Normal film

Here's A Little Item
That Will Get You Out
Of Many A Tight Spot

picture taking is 16 or 24 frames per
second. When the tape plays back
at regular speeds, 30 frames or 60
fields appear each second thereby
capsuling time, missing no activity.
The system can also be modified to

record at speeds other than one frame
per second. Applications include traf-
fic control; time and motion study:
bank, department store surveillance;
machinery utilization; architectural,
and scientific uses. Optional automat-
ic rewind eliminates operator inter-
vention need for a 30 -day period. Priced
at under $2,000. Odetrics.

HANDLE ONLY 3%" LONG -
18 Degree Working Arc.

Stainless steel Midget Ratchet handle, 17 Drivers, 3%" extension,
two slotted and two Phillips bits, 12 hexagonal bits from 0.050 to
5/16", one square adapter for 1/4" wrench sockets-all in pocket -
sized vinyl case.

You may purchase from your local
Supply -House or direct from

THE CHAPMAN MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of Midget Ratchet Offset
Screwdrivers for over 25 years.

10 Saw Mill Road, Durham, Conn. 06422
... for more details circle 110 oe Reader Service Card

Kit #4320
complete $10.00

..----
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OSCILLOSCOPE 715
Solid-state triggered with
bandwidth to 10MHz

Announced is a solid-state oscillo-
scope Model LBO -501. The 5in. scope
has a bandwidth of DC to 10MHz mak-
ing it ideal for every phase of color
TV servicing, laboratory and produc-
tion line testing. Features such as
triggered sweep, calibrated vertical
input and calibrated time base, puts
the instrument into the profession-
al category. A size and weight reduc-
tion has been effected by the use of
semiconductors including a solid-state
high voltage power supply. DC coup-
ling enables the user to make mea-
surements in the de millivolt region
where a meter becomes useless. The
triggered sweep makes it useful for
viewing complex waveforms and spe-
cial sweep positions for viewing hori-
zontal and vertical TV are provided.
Among the conveniences offered are
a lighted graticule, sharp rise time
calibration square waves and a tilt
stand for easier viewing. The verti-
cal sensitivity reportedly is 20mv P-
P/cm and bandwidth is de to 10MHz.
Triggered sweep range is from 0.2µs/
cm to over 0.2sec/cm. Specifications:
Vertical Amplifier Sensitivity: 20mvpp/
cm to 10v pp/cm, 9 steps in 2-5-10 se-
quence and uncalihrated continuous

THE BEST PERFORMING

SPLITTERS AND

MATCHING

TRANSFORMERS

11111111111 TSF 71'

TRS-732

5111111111 ATR-375

RMS has the most complete line of Splitters and
Matching Transformers required for multiple -set
home installations, master antenna systems, and
closed circuit TV systems. All have unbeatable, de-
pendable ratings. .r.SPF-555 3 -Way UHF/VHF/FM
Splitter. ::SP -332 UHF -VHF Splitter. z.TSF-777 UHF/
VHF/FM Splitter and Matching Transformer. r.TRS-
732 Universal Matching Transformer and UHF/VHF
Splitter. ZtTR-730 Matching Transformer. =ATR-375
Weather -Proof Antenna Side Matching Transformer.
For complete specs and Profit picture-Write:

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462

 Tel. (212) 892-6700
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adjuster. Bandwidth, 3dB: DC or 2Hz
to 10MHz. Rise Time: 35nsec. Input
Impedance: 1M, 33pf in shunt. Cali-
bration: Square Wave Voltage 0.05,
0.5 and 5v p -p; 1kHz approx. Horizon-
tal Amplifier: Sensitivity 200mvp-p/cm
or better. Bandwidth, -3dB 2Hz to
200kHz. Input Impedance 1M, 40pf

in shunt. Time Base: Sweep speeds
1µs/cm to 0.2s/cm. 17 steps in 1-2-5
sequence and uncalibrated continuous
adjuster; TV: V (for 30Hz) and H (for
15.75kHz/2) . Magnification X5 (max.
speed 0.2µs/cm). Sweep Mode Trig-
gered and automatic. Trigger Slope
+ and -. Synchronization internal
and external: + and - . Power Sup-
ply: 115v 50/60Hz; 50va, approx. Size
and Weight: 10H x 8W x 16-1/2in.
D. 201b. Price 8339.50. Leader.

ANTENNA GROUNDING 716
BLOCK
Gas filled surge
voltage protector

Introduced is a surge protected
grounding block for outside instal-
lation utilizing an aluminum casting.
The Model VGB1200SFG Grounding
Block is intended to provide protec-
tion from surges because of lightning,

/'

power surges or just static build-up.
Besides furnishing a sturdy ground
wire clamp that will accommodate
up to #10AWG wire, the device has
a built-in gas filled surge voltage pro-
tector of the repeating arc discharge
type. The unit is available also with -

Now it cost less
to own the best
VOM you need.

Q*
The New RCA \AV -510A Solid -State Master Volt0hrws

alma

*Inexpensive Quality

Motional Distributor
Resale Price

The best you need is the new solid-state RCA WV -510A
Master VoltOhmyst The most functional VOM we've ever
produced, the 510A has all the features you'll ever need no
matter what your requirements may be.

And we've added some extra features you won't find in
any competitive VOM, at any price... features designed to
make your work easier, help you get the job done faster.

For example: The RCA WV -510A operates from batteries
or AC. Remove the detachable AC line cord while you're
taking a measurement and the batteries take over immedi-
ately without a flicker of the pointer. And you'll get maximum
life from the batteries because they're always on trickle
charge during AC operation. Stability? Switch from range to
range and watch a whole series of measurements without
constantly having to zero -adjust the meter.
Some statistics:
Current:

0.01 milliampere to 1.5 amperes in 8 ranges.
Resistance:

0.02 ohm to 1000 megohms in 7 ranges.
DC Volts:

0.01 volt to 500 volts in 8 ranges.
AC Volts:

0.2 to 1500 rms AC volts in 7 ranges plus peak -to -peak
voltages of complex waveforms.
21 megohm resistance on all DC ranges.

And it's only $128.t complete with DC/AC ohms probe
and flexible shielded input cable with BNC connector,
and removable AC line cord.
Some statistics! For complete details, contact your local
RCA Distributor.

RCA I Electronic Components I Harrison, N. J. 07029

MARCH 1970
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Nobody likes a quitter!
So we're introducing a color replacement tube that's guaranteed not to leave
anybody in the dark after a year or two ... Channel Master Opti-Vue!

Every Channel Master Opti-Vue Color CRT is guaranteed color perfect for a full
three years.

This gives you the finest color available in a tube that's built to last longer
than the one that just quit. A strong warranty builds consumer confidence in
you as well as the product. It ties the customer to you for all his servicing needs.

Now you're going to be awfully busy because nobody likes quitters, and you'll
be installing the one that won't ... Opti-Vue!

OPTI-VUE
The line with the 3 Year Warranty

CHANNEL MASTER
DIV. OF AVNET, INC., ELLENVILLE, NEW YORK 12428

. for more details circle 144 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

out the surge protection feature and
either model may also be obtained with
foam encapsulation. The two-way and
four-way splitters and the directional
taps are available with the grounding
feature which makes them economi-
cally advantageous as compared with
using either device and a separate
grounding attachment. View -All.

HIGH VOLTAGE 717
METER KIT
Sale,accurateandcontintious
monitoring CRTanode voltage

Introduced is the Model 10J110 me-
ter kit enabling servicing technicians
to adjust the high voltage output

of the manufacturers' specifications,
avoiding excessive voltage and pos-
sible abnormal x -radiations. The kit
has been designed for quick and easy

installation into any of the RCA Color
Test Jigs...10J102, 103, 104, 105 and
the 11A1015A. It can also be adapted
for universal mounting in any other
test jig. The kit consists of: a 3-1/2in.
rectangular 50pa meter of high qual-
ity and accuracy (± 2 percent FS)
with a core type self -shielding move-
ment and jewel pivot bearings. The
dial scale is calibrated for a range of
0 to 35kvdc with 70 scale divisions.
A meter multiplier and cable assem-
bly comprised of a high voltage re-
sistor which is calibrated under opera-
ting conditions and double encapsu-
lated with insulation to withstand
voltages as high as 50kvdc. A meter
ground lead to allow grounding of
the meter to the ground connection
of the test jig. Meter mounting hard-
ware and instructions for installation
in the RCA color test jigs, or univer-
sal mounting. RCA.

MIDGET PLIERS 718
Measure 4-1I2in. with insulated grip

Offered is a series of miniature pliers
designed to make repair and assembly
of miniature electronic equipment
faster, easier and safer. Each tool fea-
tures an insulated "comfort -grip" which
allows working around "live" circuitry
and tends to reduce operator fatigue.
The pliers measure 41/2in. and are avail -

A NEW AND IMPORTANT
DEVELOPMENT FOR

TV SERVICING
12 MODELS

SANS -A -FUSE®
FITS IN SAME

SOCKET AS CHEMICAL
OR AMP FUSE

COLOR CODED CIRCUIT
BREAKER REPLACEMENT

FOR CHEMICAL OR
AMP FUSE

SAVES TIME AND FUSES
WHEN LOCATING SHORTS
IN TELEVISION CIRCUITS

DEVELOPED AND
MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN
004 3828 SARASOTA. FLA 33378 PRODUCTS INC
TELEPHONE CAA* 813 950 4242

fo more details circle 143 on Reader Service Card

BLUE STUFF ...the one with muscle in it's punch
Well, I guess we started something when we introduced
a whole new concept of tuner cleaning with BLUE
STUFF FOR TUNERS. There are all sorts of copies and
imitations out now and we feel complimented that other
chemical manufacturers are following our lead. But we

are also proud that wlen the test results came in they
showed that BLUE STUFF. is still the champion in
cleaning ability and lorg term protection, the two things
the tecnician needs most from a tuner cleaner.

BLUE STUFF :
Cleans and polishes every time -he channel selector is rotated for months aid months and months.

BLUE STUFF : Guaranteed not to cause callbacks when used according to instructions no matter HOW long it is in the tuner.

Insist on the champion - BLUE STUFF FOR TUNERS - from TECH SPRAY, manufacturers of chemical tools for the technician.

TECH P.O. Box 949 Amarillo, Texas 79105 Canada

SPRAY
Wm. Cohen, Montreal Export: Empire Exporters, N.Y.C.

for more details circle 177 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

able in the following configurations:

Stock No. Tool
(9101) Long Nose

(9102)
(9201)
(9202)
(9501)

Round Nose
Diagonal Cutter
End Cutter
Flat Nose

The pliers carry a lifetime guarantee.
V aco.

CLEANER/LUBRICANT 719
Protective spray film
cleans and lubricates

A quick, easy to use non-flammable
cleaner and lubricant for electrical

switches and contacts is available.
The product, Switch & Contact Clean-
er/Lube, is a non-conductive mixture
of cleaners and lubricants and DuPont
"Freon" propellant. Sprayed on elec-
trical contact points, it forms a long
lasting, protective film that cleans,
lubricates and extends the life of elec-
tro-mechanical components, reduc-
ing maintenance time and expense.
The cleaner and lubricant reported-
ly does not affect plastics or other
materials used in surrounding corn-

ponents. The thin film formed does
not inhibit electrical contacts since
it has low dielectric properties. The
cleaner is packed in 6oz. aerosol con -

No. 2
on the shelf
some A A r.
AA AAA& Ain. .
iiiasiodiniebiar a...

" . .

MI NM OM

NO MN

=====

The complete No. 2 line for
service dealers. Priced right!

No. 1
s in the drawer

12AT7/ECC8I

'11111

SERVICE
MASTER

1-'1141

,s1)ilt`tr

CO 1411Iirdliall

For the full profit story contact
your 1E0 representative today.

.

Ors tereirlick icor-ace I
ELECTIFtC714.4IGS 4C-41=nRen=r1RA.TIC3111,4

di] ElectronTube

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS SALES CORPORATION
Melville, New York 11735

. . . tor more details circle 121 on Reader Service Carl

tainers complete with special pinpoint
spray nozzle for spot application in
hard to reach places. Crown.

SOLDERING ...
continued from page 46

early soldering techniques proves
that many techniques are still
valid and some need revising. A
high quality non-acid flux should
always be used along with a quality
60-40 solder. Unless removal
of flux residue is specifically
required, use your own judg-
ment. But be sure flux residue
does not interfere with visual
inspection of all solder work.
Apply solder and heat directly to
the work. When solder is picked
up on the iron and transferred
to the work, the flux will either
boil away or it will reach a tem-
perature beyond that which
is optimum for proper flux action.
In order to heat the work quickly
and remove the iron before it
can damage fragile components,
form an efficient heat path by
melting some solder at the point
where the iron touches the
work. 

le/eZatic
t SPEEDS

11 svim\c"c3
ADMIRAL,
MAGNAVOX,

RCA AND ZENITH.

MOLEX
EXTENSIONS

ALL POPULAR

SOCKET - PLUG

ARRANGEMENTS

e/e a/ lc
Telematic Div. U. X.L. CORP.
BROOKLYN. N.Y 11207. U.S.A.

82
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NEWS

OF THE INDUSTRY

New Picture Tube Numbering System
A new system for numbering the cathode ray picture

tubes used in a television set has been adopted by the Elec-
tronic Industries Assn.'s to more accurately indicate the usable
picture diagonal dimension of a television screen.

As developed and approved by the EIA's Electron Tube
Council of the Joint Electron Device Engineering Councils,
the new "type designation system" replaces the previous
method of assigning numbers which indicated the outside
dimension of the bulb itself.

EIA maintains a "type registration" office for catalogu-
ing and registering numbers of all electron tubes manu-
factured by the industry for use in electronic products.

Under the new system, the letter "V" will be added to
the type designation to distinguish picture tubes based on
the new system.

A color picture tube under the previous system having
a picture diagonal of 28-1/4in., tor example, might be assigned
type number 30ABP22. Under the newly adopted system,
the designation would be 28VABP22, accurately reflect-
ing the actual picture diagonal measurement.

Receiving Tube Exports Climb 19.7 Percent
Exports of receiving tubes continued to climb, posting

a 19.7 percent gain to reach 11.8 million units during the
first nine months of 1969, the Electronic Industries Assn.'s
Marketing Services Department reported.

Total unit sales of receiving tubes during the January -
September, 1969 period, however, were down 4.6 percent
at 213.6 million as compared to 223.8 million during the same
period in 1968.

At 111.4 million units, sales to initial equipment manu-
facturers declined 9.8 percent from the 123.5 million lev-
el during the first nine months in 1968. Renewal sales slipped
.04 percent at 82.2 million, while direct shipments to gov-
ernment fell .5 percent to reach 8.1 million during the Jan-
uary -September period of 1969.

RCA Plans Plant in Puerto Rico
A new $4.8 million RCA facility for the manufacture of

shadow masks used in color television picture tubes was
announced today by John B. Farese, Executive Vice Presi-
dent, Electronic Components.

"Construction of the new 48,000sqft production plant
is already underway and the building will be completed
by the end of this year," Mr. Farese said. "Production of
shadow mask assemblies on a limited basis will then begin
immediately with full production scheduled for the middle
of 1971."

The new facility, to be known as RCA del Caribe, Inc.,
is a wholly -owned subsidiary of RCA de Puerto Rico, Inc.,
and receives its technical guidance from the Electronic Com-
ponents activity of the RCA Corporation.

This new facility is being established to support RCA's
color television picture tube manufacturing operations in
the United States. Initially, the plant will operate on a single -
shift, five -day -a -week basis.

Mr. Farese pointed out that more than 100 employees
will be required to operate the plant when it is in full pro-
duction. All of the new employees will be recruited in Puerto
Rico.

Emilo Puigdollers, Jr., has been appointed Plant Manager

You're making money in electronics now.

RCA Offers 4 Ways to Make More.

Study at home...set your own pace.

RCA Institutes has an easy approach

to bring you bigger earnings.

r

COLOR TV:
During this course
you'll perform over
50 experiments-
and receive all parts
and instructions to
build your own
color TV.

The cost of the Color TV Kit is included
in the tuition .n both the beginner's program and
the advanced course in color TV servicing.

Course is based on the latest receiver circuitry
and equipment.

SOLID STATE

TECHNOLOGY
New courses include
the latest findings and
techniques in this field.
Information you must
have if you are to service the multitude of solid
state instruments and devices used in TV, Digital,
and Communications equipment.

FCC LICENSE TRAINING:
Choose the course for the FCC License you want:
third, second or first phone. If you need basic
training first, apply for the complete License
Training Program. Get your License-or your
money back.

CATV TRAINING:
You'll receive two comprehensive lessons, covering
the practical phases of CATV systems in either the
Television Servicing or Communications courses.
Licensed by New York Sate Education Department. Approved
for Veterans. Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

RCA
MAIL THE COUP04 NOW FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. 225-003-0
320 West 31st Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10001
Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog. I understand
that I am under no obligation, and that no salesman
will call.

Name Age
(please print)

Address

City

State ZIP
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NEWS

OF THE INDUSTRY

of the new operation. Puigdollers has been Manager, Engineer-
ing, at the RCA de Puerto Rico, Inc., facility in Juncos for
the past three years.

Jerrold Schedules Seminars

Experienced CATV engineers and technicians will have
an opportunity to update themselves on equipment and
practices through a series of free seminars scheduled by
Jerrold Electronics Corp. for this coming December, Janu-
ary and February.

Len Ecker, director of Jerrold's CATV Technical Train-
ing Institute, said that the series of four two-day seminars
will include systems problems and solutions, especially some
specific problems that beset those attending the seminars;
there will be thorough briefing on preventive maintenance
to forestall such problems. The seminar agenda will cov-
er design and applications of new products aimed at mod-
ernizing systems, plus new test procedures and instrumen-
tation (with test set-ups). The capping session of each semi-
nar will be a look into the future toward trends and develop-
ments in CATV.

The seminars are set for Dec. 9 and 10, Holiday Inn, Mar-
ion, Ohio; January 13 and 14, Charlotte, N.C.; Feb. 10 and 11,
Horne's Motor Hotel, Orlando, Fla.; and Feb. 18 and 19,
Los Angeles, Calif. Ecker and his assistant director, Helmut
Hess, will conduct the seminars; both men are staff engi-

A BETTER WAY
TO REPLACE

SOLDERED

COMPONENTS

LENGTH 8"
WEIGHT 3"2 OZ

Pencil
Desoldering

Iron
MODEL 300

Now-remove miniature soldered com-
ponents in seconds-without damage

Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums
all solder for easy removal of component.
Leaves terminals and mounting holes clean.
Then, with 360° contact, it resolders faster,
better than regular irons. Handles miniature
and standard components in PC boards and
conventional wiring. Self-cleaning. All parts
replaceable. 40 watts, 120-v. Standard tip
supplied, 6 other tip sizes. Pays for itself.
$10.95 net East of the Rockies.

Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

5149 E. 65th Indianapolis, Ind. 46220

neers with Jerrold's CATV Systems Div.
Interest technicians and engineers, who have not been

invited directly, should contact Miss Janis Lerman, Jerrold
Electronics Corp., 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

TEKLAB REPORT...
continued from page 43

AUTOMATIC -OFF CIRCUIT
The Automatic -Off circuit shown in Fig. 5 pro-

vides a method of turning the TV receiver off when
the station sync information has been lost for a
period of time.

Transistor Q1 is a silicon controlled switch (SCS).
The basic characteristics of the SCS which are

;-1
04/044

I I

4

077-,-51- 105
04

K T. 4:

Fig. 5-Simplified Auto -Off Circuit.

of interest to us in this circuit are: (1) In a non -con-
ducting state it exhibits a high resistance between
cathode and anode, and between cathode and gate.
(2) When it conducts, it exhibits a very low resis-
tance between cathode and anode, and between
cathode and gate. (3) The anode potential must
at least equal the gate potential before it will con-
duct. (4) When it is in a conducting state, the anode
voltage must be reduced to near cathode voltage
to cause it to turn-off.

The voltage divider consisting of resistors R1
and R2 will develop a voltage of 33v at TP4. Ca-
pacitor C11 will tend to charge to this voltage
through the resistance of R3. When the sync is be-
ing received, Q4 will be turned on during the posi-
tive half cycles of the 31.5kHz frequency developed
in its base tank circuit. When Q4 conducts it acts as
a short circuit across C11 in series with D5 and this
keeps C11 discharged to a very low level. When
sync is not present, C11 will be allowed to charge
toward the positive voltage.

The gate of the SCS is connected to one side
of RL204. The other side of RL204 is connected
to +15v/18v depending upon the groups (15v for
groups 1 & 5; 18v for groups 2,3&4). When the
SCS is not conducting, the gate will be at +15/18v.
If a station is not selected, the charge on C11 will
continue to increase until after a period of 70 to
90 seconds, the potential at the anode of the SCS
will equal the gate potential and it will turn on.
The gate side of RL204 will be near ground poten-
tial and the relay will energize. At the same time,
C11 will discharge through the low resistance of
the SCS and the SCS will turn on. m

for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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CATALOGS Et

BULLETINS

Product Selector Guide 400
The 56 -page Selector Guide aids in the selection and pro-

curement of more than a million and a half indicator lights,
readouts and illuminated push button switches. Data is given
in illustrated sections and each section is devoted to indica-
tors by size (Sub -Miniatures, Miniatures, Large) or by pro-
duct groupings. Separate sections of the guide are also
devoted to illuminated push button switches and readouts.
Four indexes, including one with military cross references,
assist the user in obtaining the desired information. Dialight.

Digital Equipment 401

The 404 -page Small Computer Handbook is designed to
acquaint readers with Digital Equipment, the PDP-8 family
of small computers. The handbook explains both the PDP-
8/1 and PDP-8/L central processors and how they are inter-
faced and operated. The 13 chapters cover standard system
operation, basic programming and instructions for the mem-
ory and processor, data break, internal operations, input and
output equipment instructions and facilities, programmed
data transfers and data break transfers, digital logic cir-
cuits, interfacing, and system installation and planning.
Appendices list abstracts of programs, tables of instruc-
tions and codes, tape loader sequences, scales of notation,
the powers of two, and octaldecimal conversion. Digital
Equipment.

Power Supply Systems 402
A complete line of standard power supply systems will be

described and illustrated in a catalog now available. Des-
cribed are four standard rack sizes accommodating up to 16
single or dual output power supplies. Each system is supplied
with standard power controls, systems metering panel and
cables so that a customer can order a complete power system
ready for hook-up to his system. Because standard power
supplies and accessories are used, customers may select
from over 350 power supply models from stock. Accessories
are also standard stock units. A Systems Power Sequencer
and Systems Power Protector are also described. These ac-
cessory units are available with each power system. Full rack
and sub -rack packages are provided. Lambda Electronics.

TV Service Aid 403
A monthly TV publication that is gaining rapid and wide ac-

ceptance among TV servicemen throughout the country con-
tains valuable tips for technicians. It is written and prepared
by an active and enterprising TV serviceman who knows the
TV service field. Its distinction lies in the fact that it repre-
sents a field effort and problems encountered in actual field
and shop calls are thus presented. TV TECH AID.

Tools 404
A 32 -page catalog listing special purpose slide rules, cal-

culators, kits, books, precision measuring tools and other
information aids is available. Besides the many items with
broad engineering and management appeal, products for
specific fields such as mechanical, electronic, reliability and
fluids are covered with special emphasis on quality control
and inspection. INFO.

Speedy solutions to servicing problems

from LECTROTECH

ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

TT -250 Transistor Analyzer
GOOD/BAD TRANSISTOR TESTING IN OR OUT OF CIRCUIT
Now-positive Good/Bad in -circuit and out -of -circuit testing.
Also tests diodes and rectifiers. In -circuit testing measures
dynamic AC gain. No :ransistor leads to unsolder or disconnect.
Out -of -circuit testing measures transistor Beta on 2 scales: 0
to 250 and 0 to 500 Automatic biasing . . . no calibration re-
quired. PNP or NPN determined immediately. The TT -250 mea-
sures transistor leakage (icbo) directly in micro -amperes and,
for diodes and rectifiers measures reverse leakage and forward
conduction directly to determine front -to -back ratio. Simple
Good/Bad test instaitly determines condition of power transis-
tors. Panel has Power Transistor Socket. Measures leakage cur-
rent of transistor electrolytics at test voltage of
6 volts. Size 101/2" x 7" x 4". Wt. 51/2 lbs. NET $8750

For Color and
Black & White

ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

CRT -100

Picture Tube Analyzer
Features line vcltage adjustment to insure all tube voltages are
correct regardless of line voltage. Critical Grid -to -Cathode Leak-
age is read on sensitive meter for greatest accuracy. Leakage in
all other elements indicated on neon lamp. Tests all black and
white and all color tubes for leakage, shorts and emissions and
tests each color gun separately to a standard set of test condi-
tions. With variable G-2 voltage, each grid is normalized to a
reference cut-off voltage. This method, used by tube manufac-
turers, simulates tube performance in color receiver. Rejuve-
nates, removes shorts from picture tubes for increased bright-
ness and tube life. Life expectancy test predicts remaining
useful life of all type picture tubes. Complete with
Plug-in Type Test Cables and Set-up Chart. NET $8950

ISee your distributor or write Dept. ET -3.

LECTROTECH, INC.
4529 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60625
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FRRia T U N -0- FOAM
KEEPS TUNERS WORKING

BETTER, LONGER!

THIS TUNER
WAS USED AS IT

Asti
--.4k

After 36,000 revolutions, the silver has
been worn away. The tuner does not
function on any channel.

CAME FROM THE MANUFACTURER

A 1.

THIS TUNER After 36,000 revolutions there is no sign of wear.
The tuner brings in all channels, sharp and clear.

WAS SPRAYED WITH TUN -O -FOAM

THE
PROFESSIONAL'S
TV TUNER
CLEANER
Foams into the tightest
places. Won't cake up, dry
out or detune. Keeps clean-
ing and lubricating contacts each time channel
is changed. Guaranteed to be the best tuner
lubricant cleaner you've ever used, or money
refunded. Six-month no -callback guarantee.

1260 RALPH AVENUE,
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11236

For export ROBURN AGENCIES INC., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10014
In Canada MAGNASONIC CANADA LTD., MONTREAL 9, CANADA
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Get More Facts
NEW PRODUCTS
700 Two -Way Radio
701 Dual Bank VHF Monitor Receiver
702 Protection System
703 Tape Player
704 Digital Decoder
705 Tape Deck
706 Intruder Detector Auto Phone Dialer
707 Intrusion Alarm
708 Cassette Album
709 Microphone
710 Soldering Tip
711 FM Signal Generator
712 Counter/Timer
713 Radio -Frequency Voltmeter
714 Video Recorder
715 Oscilloscope
716 Antenna Grounding
717 High Voltage Meter Kit
718 Midget Pliers
719 Cleaner/Lubricant

TEST INSTRUMENTS
900 Color Bar Pattern Generator

CATALOGS AND BULLETINS
400 Product Selector Guide
401 Digital Equipment
402 Power Supply System
403 TV Service Aid
404 Tools

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
101 Admiral Corp. 66
103 B & K Div. Dynascan Corp. ..2nd Cover
104 Belden Corp. 27
105 Book Club-Tab Books 68-71
106 Book Club-Tab Books 60
107 Borden Chemical Co. 23
108 BSR (USA) Ltd. 67
109 Channellock Inc. 30
110 Chapman Mfg. Co. 78
111 Chemtronics, Inc. 86
112 Cleveland Institute of Electronics 35-37
113 Cornell-Dubilier .3rd Cover
114 Denson Electronic Corp. 63
115 Enterprise Development Corp. 84
116 Ford Motor Co. 24
117 GC Electronics Co. 34
118 Gem City Tuner Service 32
119 Heath Co. 65
120 International Crystal Mfg. Co. 22
121 International Electronics Corp. 82
122 International Importers, Inc. 74
123 JFD Electronic Corp. 64
124 Johnson Co., E. F. 25
125 Leader Instruments Corp. 63
126 Lectrotech, Inc. 85
127 Mallory Distributor Products Co. 20
128 Multicore Sales Corp. . 32

RCA Electronic Components
Battery Division 61

130 RCA Institutes Inc. 83
131 RCA Parts & Accessories 29

RCA Picture Tubes 4th Cover
RCA Electronic Components

Semiconductor Distributor Products 38
132 RCA Electronic Components

Test Equipment 75

133 RCA Electronic Components
Test Equipment 77

134 RCA Electronic Components
Test Equipment 79

135 RMS Electronics, Inc. 78

136 Sprague Products Co. 31

Sylvania Electric Products 73
137 Tech Spray 81

138 Tech Spray 32
139 Tektronix, Inc. .72
140 Telematic, Div. UXL Corp. 82
141 Tuner Service 19

142 Winegard Company 62
143 Workman Electronic Products, Inc. 81

Zenith Radio Corp. 76
144 Channel Master Corp. 80
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FOR MORE INFORMATION fill out and mail today!
Please send more information on items circled.

ADVERTISED PRODUCTS (Please type or print) 3/70

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109

110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 Name

119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 Position

137 138 139 140 141 '42 143 144
Company

TEST INSTRUMENTS Stre?t
900 901

NEW PROCUCTS
City

700 701 702 703 704 705 706 107

709 710 711 712 713 714 715 716

708

117
State Zip Code

718 719 Please describe tour type of business.

CATALOGS & BULLETINS

400 401 402 403 404

Note: Inquiries serviced until May 25, 1970.

FOR MORE INFORMATION fill out and mail today!

Please send more information on items circled.

ADVERTISED PRODUCTS (Please type or print) 3/70

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109

110 1'1 112 113 114 115 116 111 118 Name

119 120 121 122 12a 124 125 126 127

128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 Position

131 138 139 140 14'. 142 143 144
Company

TEST INSTRUMENTS Street
900 901

NEW PRODUCTS
City

700 701 702 703 704 705 706 707 706

709 110 711 712 7'3 714 715 716 717
State Zip Code

718 719 Please describe your type of business.

CATALOGS & BULLETINS

400 401 402 403 404

Note: Inquiries serviced until May 25, 1970.

Enter my personal subscription to ELECTRJNIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER
for the terms checked below:

NAME

$10 FOR 3 FILL YEARS

$8 FOR 2 YEARS

$5 FOR 1 YEAR
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your subscription

check here and
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Service repair 'irm
with some retail
Industrial electronics
service firm
Manufacturer
Other (please describe)

2. Title: (please check one)

Owner, manager, buyer,
other executIve
Service manager
Service repairmar or
other emplo)ee
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TheRe Race

"These capacitors practically sell
themselves, like in a supermarket!"

Says Alexander Wellington
owner of SylvanWellington, Inc,
New York City, in speaking about
The Re -Place, Cornell-Dubilier's-
-iew capacitor replacement cen-
ter. "I am amazed at the in-
crease in turnover, and the ease
of selling."

A pioneer in electronic servic
ing, Mr. Wellington was also ore

of the first of those alent distributors who have in-
stalled The Re -Place in their stores.

The Re -Place is both a showcase and a self-service

store within a store, all in a compact 5' x 2' area. It
organizes capacitor inventory and makes it easy for
customers to select and to buy from a complete sock
of -wist-prong aluminum electrolytics, tubular elec-
trolytics, miniature electrolytics, ceram c discs ani
mice capacitors.

You can provide instant service to your customers
with The Re -Place --and profitably increase your turn
over, too. Call your CDE Representative today. Or
wr to for full information about The Re -place.

c co g CORNELL-, DUBILIER

. . . for more details cirde 113 Ds Reader Service Card



The brilliance of our new color
replacement tube is matched only
by the sharpness of its pictures

RCAM
411!)Now it's easier to sell up to the best. RCA
has added brightness without sacrificing
sharpness!

Here's how and why:
To produce the brightest color picture tube in

RCA's history, we developed a new phosphor -dot
screening process that incorporates a jet-black
matrix. But we didn't stop there. We wanted a tube
that could deliver sharp, vivid pictures even in
strong room light. So, we added the brilliance of
new phosphors and deposited each red, green and
blue phosphor -dot within the black matrix. Result:
brighter pictures with no loss of contrast. Thanks to
the matrix technique, combined with our new high
resolution gun and greatly improved phosphors, the
Matrix is also the sharpest color picture tube in

ATRIA
RCA's history. Ma -fix owners can turn up brightness
without "turning dawn" color!

Will your customers see the difference? You bet!
What's more, they'll be pre -sold on the difference-
every time they see the 1970 big -screen color sets
people are talking about! So when they need
placement tube, satisfy their appetite for brighter,
sharper pictures. Give their sets new brilliance and
more vividly detailed pictures with RCA Matrix. The
Matrix Tube is 100°/0 brighter than any previous
color picture tube manufactured by RCA.
For complete details, call your
RCA Distributor.
RCA Electronic Ccmponents,
Harrison, New Jersey

The RCA 25BCP22 Matrix Tube can directly replace 25XP22, 25BAP22 and also the following types: 25ABP22, 25AFP22, 25ANP22. 25AP22, 25AP22A,
25A0P22, 25BMP22, 25CP22, 25CP22A, 25GP22, 25GP22A, 25SP22, 25WP22, 25XP22/25AP22A and 25ZP22,


